You can view the agenda on the website
or use a smart phone camera and scan the code
To:

County Hall
Topsham Road
Exeter
Devon
EX2 4QD

The Chair and Members
of the Farms Estate
Committee

Date: 6 May 2022

Contact: Wendy Simpson, 01392 384383
Email: wendy.simpson@devon.gov.uk
FARMS ESTATE COMMITTEE
Monday, 16th May, 2022

A meeting of the Farms Estate Committee is to be held on the above date at 2.15 pm
at Committee Suite (Daw room), County Hall to consider the following matters.
Phil Norrey
Chief Executive
AGENDA

PART I - OPEN COMMITTEE
1

Apologies for Absence

2

Minutes
Minutes of the meeting held on 7 February 2022 (previously circulated).

3

Items Requiring Urgent Attention
Items which in the opinion of the Chairman should be considered at the meeting
as matters of urgency.

4

Announcements
The Chair welcomed Mrs Saltmarsh who was attending the meeting in her
capacity as a Co-opted Member of the Council's Standards Committee to observe
and monitor compliance with the Council’s ethical governance framework.
MATTERS FOR DECISION

5

Revenue Monitoring 2021/22 (Outturn) and 2022/23 (Budget) (Pages 1 - 6)
Report of the Director of Finance and Public Value (CT/22/50) on the County
Farms Estate Revenue Monitoring Statement 2021/22 (Outturn) and 2022/23
(Budget), attached.
Electoral Divisions(s): All Divisions

6

Capital Monitoring 2021/22 (Outturn) and 2022/23 (Budget) (Pages 7 - 10)
Report of the Director of Finance and Public Value (CT/22/49) on the County
Farms Estate Capital Monitoring (Outturn) and 2022/23 (Budget), attached.
Electoral Divisions(s): All Divisions

7

The County Farms Estate - Annual Report 2021/22 (Pages 11 - 22)
Report of the Director of Finance and Public Value (CT/22/51) on the County
Farms Estate Annual Report 2021/22, attached.
Electoral Divisions(s): All Divisions

8

Management and Restructuring Issues (Pages 23 - 30)
Report of the Head of Digital Transformation and Business Support (BSS/22/10)
on management and restructuring issues, attached.
Electoral Divisions(s): Otter Valley; South
Brent & Yealmpton; Torrington Rural

9

CPRE Report Re-imagining Council Farms (Pages 31 - 70)
Report of the Head of Digital Transformation and Business Support (BSS/22/09)
on the CPRE Report Re-imagining Council Farms: A vision for 2040, attached.
Electoral Divisions(s): All Divisions
PART II - ITEMS WHICH MAY BE TAKEN IN THE ABSENCE OF PRESS AND
PUBLIC

10

Exclusion of the Press and Public
Recommendation: that the press and public be excluded from the meeting for the
following items of business under Section 100(A)(4) of the Local Government Act
1972 on the grounds that they involve the likely disclosure of exempt information
as defined in Paragraphs 1, 2 and 3 of Schedule 12A of the Act, namely
information relating to, and which is likely to reveal the identity of, tenants and
information relating to the financial or business affairs of tenants and the County
Council and, in accordance with Section 36 of the Freedom of Information Act
2000, by virtue of the fact that the public interest in maintaining the exemption
outweighs the public interest in disclosing the information.
MATTERS FOR DECISION

11

Holdings and Tenancies etc.
(An item to be considered by the Committee in accordance with the Cabinet
Procedure Rules and Regulation 5 of the Local Authorities (Executive
Arrangements) (Meetings and Access to Information) (England) Regulations
2012, no representations having been received to such consideration taking place
under Regulation 5(5) thereof)
a

Management and Restructuring issues (Pages 71 - 122)
Report of the Head of Digital Transformation and Business Support
(BSS/22/06) on management and restructuring issues, attached.

b

Requests for Extension of Tenancy (Pages 123 - 176)
Report of the Head of Digital Transformation and Business Support
(BSS/22/07) on requests for extensions of tenancy, attached.

c

Request for Landlord's Consent (Pages 177 - 180)
Report of the Head of Digital Transformation and Business Support
(BSS/22/08) on landlord’s consent for proposed tenant’s improvements,
attached.

d

Carbon Audits and Sequestration Capacity Assessments (Pages 181 202)
Report of the Head of Digital Transformation and Business Support
(BSS/22/04) on carbon audits and sequestration capacity assessments on
the County Farms Estate, attached.

e

Landlord's Consent Policy for Tenant's Improvement Solar Panels (Pages
203 - 210)
Report of the Head of Digital Transformation and Business Support
(BSS/22/05) on landlord’s consent for tenant’s improvement solar panels,
attached.

Members are reminded that Part II Reports contain exempt information and should
therefore be treated accordingly. They should not be disclosed or passed on to any
other person(s). They need to be disposed of carefully and should be returned to the
Democratic Services Officer at the conclusion of the meeting for disposal.

MEETINGS INFORMATION AND NOTES FOR VISITORS
Getting to County Hall and Notes for Visitors
For SatNav purposes, the postcode for County Hall is EX2 4QD
Further information about how to get to County Hall gives information on visitor
parking at County Hall and bus routes.
Exeter has an excellent network of dedicated cycle routes. For further information
see the Travel Devon webpages.
The nearest mainline railway stations are Exeter Central (5 minutes from the High
Street), St David’s and St Thomas. All have regular bus services to the High Street.
Visitors to County Hall are asked to report to Main Reception on arrival. If visitors
have any specific requirements, please contact reception on 01392 382504
beforehand.
Membership of a Committee
For full details of the Membership of a Committee, please visit the Committee page
on the website and click on the name of the Committee you wish to see.
Committee Terms of Reference
For the terms of reference for any Committee, please visit the Committee page on
the website and click on the name of the Committee. Under purpose of Committee,
the terms of reference will be listed. Terms of reference for all Committees are also
detailed within Section 3b of the Council’s Constitution.
Access to Information
Any person wishing to inspect any minutes, reports or background papers relating to
an item on the agenda should contact the Clerk of the Meeting. To find this, visit the
Committee page on the website and find the Committee. Under contact information
(at the bottom of the page) the Clerk’s name and contact details will be present. All
agenda, reports and minutes of any Committee are published on the Website
Public Participation
The Council operates a Public Participation Scheme where members of the public
can interact with various Committee meetings in a number of ways. For full details of
whether or how you can participate in a meeting, please look at the Public
Participation Scheme or contact the Clerk for the meeting.
In relation to Highways and Traffic Orders Committees, any member of the District
Council or a Town or Parish Councillor for the area covered by the HATOC who is
not a member of the Committee, may attend and speak to any item on the Agenda
with the consent of the Committee, having given 24 hours’ notice.
Webcasting, Recording or Reporting of Meetings and Proceedings
The proceedings of any meeting may be recorded and / or broadcasted live, apart
from any confidential items which may need to be considered in the absence of the
press and public. For more information go to our webcasting pages

Anyone wishing to film part or all of the proceedings may do so unless the press and
public are excluded for that part of the meeting or there is good reason not to do so,
as directed by the Chair. Filming must be done as unobtrusively as possible without
additional lighting; focusing only on those actively participating in the meeting and
having regard to the wishes of others present who may not wish to be filmed.
Anyone wishing to film proceedings is asked to advise the Chair or the Democratic
Services Officer in attendance.
Members of the public may also use social media to report on proceedings.
Declarations of Interest for Members of the Council
It is to be noted that Members of the Council must declare any interest they may
have in any item to be considered at this meeting, prior to any discussion taking
place on that item.
WiFI
An open, publicly available Wi-Fi network (i.e. DCC) is normally available for
meetings held in the Committee Suite at County Hall.
Fire
In the event of the fire alarm sounding, leave the building immediately by the nearest
available exit following the fire exit signs. If doors fail to unlock press the Green
break glass next to the door. Do not stop to collect personal belongings; do not use
the lifts; and do not re-enter the building until told to do so. Assemble either on the
cobbled car parking area adjacent to the administrative buildings or in the car park
behind Bellair.
First Aid
Contact Main Reception (Extension 2504) for a trained first aider.
Mobile Phones
Please switch off all mobile phones before entering the Committee Room or Council
Chamber
Alternative Formats

If anyone needs a copy of an Agenda and/or a Report in
another format (e.g. large print, audio tape, Braille or other
languages), please contact the Customer Service Centre on
0345 155 1015 or email: committee@devon.gov.uk or write to
the Democratic and Scrutiny Secretariat in G31, County Hall,
Exeter, EX2 4QD.
Induction Loop available

2.
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CT/22/50
Farms Estate Committee
16 May 2022
The County Farms Estate
Revenue Monitoring (Final Outturn) 2021/22, and Revenue Budget 2022/23
Report of the Director of Finance and Public Value
Please note that the following recommendations are subject to consideration
and determination by the Committee before taking effect.
Recommendation: that the Committee endorse the report
1.

Revenue Monitoring (final outturn) 2021/22

1.1

The Revenue Budget presented to Corporate Infrastructure and
Regulatory Services Scrutiny Committee on 28 January 2021 and
approved at County Council on 18 February 2021 included a target
surplus of £464,000 for the County Farms Estate.

1.1

Appendix A provides a summary of the annual budget and the year-end
outturn alongside three previous years outturns so that a year on year
comparison of performance can be made.

1.2

Rent invoiced by year end amounted to £1,123,676 and other income
(easement and wayleave payments, licence fees, telecommunication
mast site rents etc) accrued by year end amounted to £101,661. Total
income for the Estate is therefore £1,225,337.

1.3

The month 9 monitoring position was reported to the Farms Estate
Committee at its meeting of 7 February 2022 (CT/22/14 refers). At year
end there has been £534,000 further expenditure to report.

1.4

Some significant new Tenant Right Valuation accruals have been made
at year end for liabilities falling due before 31 March 2022. The total
commitment on end of tenancy compensation payments to tenants
amounted to £174,306.

1.5

£74,261 worth of unforeseen repair works ordered in 2021/22 were
either paid or accrued for works substantially complete at year end.
This excludes a significant liability for storm damage repairs on
approximately 30 farms following storm Eunice on 14 February 2022.
We are hoping the repair costs will be covered by the Council’s
insurance fund.

1.6

£222,627 worth of programmed repair and maintenance works ordered
in 2021/22 were either paid or accrued for works substantially complete
at year end.
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1.7

£8,396 was invested in quinquennial condition surveys in year to inform
future maintenance programmes.

1.8

£17,056 has been spent on servicing and testing landlord’s equipment
(electrical systems, gas and oil-fired boilers, private water systems,
sewage treatment plants etc) at year end.

1.9

£14,787 building maintenance (other) works were completed by year
end. This comprised a number of health and safety improvements,
asbestos removal and redundant building demolition, and one Land
Agent Initiative investments in drilling a water borehole on a dairy farm
to help reduce a significant input cost for the farm.

1.10 £5,216 was spent on roadside tree inspections and subsequent tree
surgery works by year end.
1.11 £14,585 was spent on Council Tax on empty properties compared to a
budget of £2,000. This is largely due to a number of surplus properties
sat empty for a couple of years pending disposal.
1.12 Expenditure on NPS fees was £211,063. This includes the
management of the Estate and procuring all programme and
unforeseen maintenance, service term contracts, asbestos, health and
safety and redundant building works. This cost also includes the Devon
Norse fees for inspecting and providing security for empty properties on
the Estate. No expenditure was incurred on the Farmwise education
events as they remained on hold due to the ongoing Covid-19
pandemic movement restrictions.
1.13 The final outturn provides a net surplus of £465,998 compared to the
target surplus of £464,000.
2

Revenue Budget 2022/23

2.1

The Revenue Budget presented to Corporate Infrastructure and
Regulatory Services Scrutiny Committee on 24 January 2022 and
approved at County Council on 17 February 2022 included a target
surplus of £534,000 for the County Farms Estate. This is an increase of
£70,000 on the previous year’s target.

2.2

Appendix B provides a summary of the annual budget.

3.

Options/Alternatives

3.1

Alternative options have been considered and discounted as they are
believed to either be contrary to current Estate policy and/or not in the
best financial interests of the Estate.
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4.

Consultations/Representations/Technical Data

4.1

The views and opinions of the Devon Federation of Young Farmers
Clubs and the Estate Tenants Association will be presented by the two
co-opted members to the committee.

4.2

No other parties have been consulted and no other representations have
been received

4.3

The technical data is believed to be true and accurate.

5.

Financial Considerations

5.1

The Author is not aware of any financial issues arising from this report.

6.

Legal Considerations

6.1

The Author is not aware of any legal issues arising from this report.

7.

Environmental Impact Considerations (Including Climate Change)

7.1

The Author is not aware of any environmental impact (including climate
change) issues arising from this report.

8.

Equality Considerations

8.1

The Author is not aware of any equality issues arising from this report.

9.

Risk Management Considerations

9.1

The Author is not aware of any obvious risks to manage.

10.

Public Health Impact

10.1

The Author is not aware of any public health impact.

11.

Summary/Conclusions/Reasons for Recommendations

11.1

The Author has prepared this report in accordance with the findings of
the County Farms Estate Strategic Review (April 2010).

Name
Angie Sinclair– Director of Finance and Public Value
Electoral Divisions: All
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Local Government Act 1972: List of Background Papers
Contact for Enquiries:
Name: Dan Meek, Director of Estates & Valuation, South West Norse,
Venture House, One Capital Court, Bittern Road, Sowton Industrial Estate,
Exeter, EX2 7FW
Contact: 01392 351066 or dan.meek@nps.co.uk
Name: Lisa Beynon, Head Accountant for Corporate Services, Finance and
Public Value, County Hall, Exeter
Contact: 01392 382876 or lisa.beynon@devon.gov.uk
Background Paper

Date

File Reference

Nil
The above mentioned Reports are published on the Council’s Website at:
http://democracy.devon.gov.uk/ieDocHome.aspx?bcr=1
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APPENDIX A

COUNTY FARMS ESTATE - FINANCIAL REPORTS
FINANCIAL STATEMENT - FINAL OUTTURN 2021/22

INCOME
Rent
Other
TOTAL INCOME
EXPENDITURE
STATUTORY COSTS
Tenant Right Valuation
SUB - TOTAL

PREMISES COSTS
Building Maintenance - unforseen
Building Maintenance - programmed
Building Maintenance - Surveys
Building Maintenance - STC
Building Maintenance - other (incl. land agents
initiatives, redundant buildings, asbestos and health &
safety)
Grounds Maintenance
Rents & other landlord charges
Rates, Electricity and Water Charges
SUB - TOTAL

SUPPLIES & SERVICES
Insurance
Adverts
NPS Fees
Legal Fees
Professional Fees
Other Fees & Charges (DFYF, SHLAA, GPDO)
SUB - TOTAL
TOTAL EXPENDITURE
Revenue Funded Restructuring
NET OPERATIONAL (SURPLUS)/DEFICIT

2021/22

2021/22

2020/21

2019/20

2018/19

ANNUAL TARGET

OUTTURN

OUTTURN

OUTTURN

OUTTURN

£'000

£'000

£'000

£'000

£'000

(1,124)
(40)
(1,164)

(1,191)
(34)
(1,225)

(1,085)
(36)
(1,121)

(1,149)
(27)
(1,176)

(1,075)
(33)
(1,108)

20

174

37

87

25

20

174

37

87

25

100
210
10
20

74
223
8
17

69
255
5
25

86
153
4
8

80
242
11
18

61

15

6

101

11

13
11
6
431

5
12
10
364

20
11
7
398

10
11
15
388

7
14
10
393

0
2
230
4
6
7
249

0
0
211
2
7
1
221

0
1
211
1
6
0
219

0
1
223
1
10
2
237

0
6
264
1
3
4
278

700

759

654

712

696

0

0

0

0

0

(464)

(466)

(467)

(464)

(412)
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CT/22/49
Farms Estate Committee
16 May 2022
The County Farms Estate
Capital Monitoring (Final Outturn) 2021/22 and Capital Budget 2022/23
Report of the Director of Finance and Public Value
Recommendation: That the Committee endorse the report.
1

Capital Monitoring (Final Outturn) 2021/22

1.1

The approved budget for 2021/22 stands at £1,215,019.

1.2

The month 9 monitoring position was reported to the Farms Estate
Committee at its meeting of 7 February 2022 (CT/22/15 refers).

1.3

Total spend in 2021/22 amounted to £1,189,233 resulting in an
underspend against the budget provision of £25,787. This underspend
will be carried forward to the 2022/23 budget.

1.4

There were a number of schemes completed in 2021/22 with some over
or under spend due to variations between estimates and actuals, or
minor contract variances post scheme approval. These were largely
self-balancing and as such required no further action.

2

Nitrate Vulnerable Zone Compliance

2.1

Retention monies are left to pay on only two slurry stores constructed
in the previous financial years. No new slurry store schemes were
progressed this financial year.

2.2

Retention monies amounting to £10,820 associated with NVZ
compliant schemes completed in previous years will be carried forward
for payment in 2022/23.

3

Compensation Payments (Tenants Improvements, etc.)

3.1

The majority of end of tenancy compensation claims were settled
through the revenue account but £36,072 capital expenditure was
incurred for an additional end of tenancy compensation claim arising at
25 March 2022.

4

Enhancements and Improvements

4.1

The 2021/22 programme consisted of:
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(a) 13 projects that were started in previous years and have either
been completed in year or remain in defects at year end.
(b) 5 new projects were on site at year end with completion expected
early in the new financial year.
(c) 3 minor improvements, including 2 further sewage treatment plants,
were substantially complete by year end.
(d) 8 further farmhouses renovated in previous years have had
additional minor improvements made to them in year.
(e) 4 farmhouse refurbishment schemes have been deferred until next
financial year as it has not been possible to gain access this year.
4.2

Actual spend at year end on enhancements and improvements was
£1,155,606.

5

Land Acquisitions

5.1

16.71 acres of land was purchased in year with funding for this
investment coming from an alternative budget.

6.

Capital Budget 2022/23

6.1

The Capital budget presented to Corporate Infrastructure and
Regulatory Services Scrutiny Committee on 24 January 2022 and
approved at County Council on 17 February 2022 included schemes
totalling £1,000,000.

6.2

There was an ‘underspend’ of £25,787 in 2021/22 thus the balance of
capital available to spend in 2022/23 amounts to £1,025,787.

7.

Options/Alternatives

7.1

Alternative options have been considered and discounted as they are
believed to either be contrary to current Estate policy and/or not in the
best financial interests of the Estate.

8.

Consultations/Representations/Technical Data

8.1

The views and opinions of the Devon Federation of Young Farmers
Clubs and the Estate Tenants Association will be presented by the two
co-opted members to the committee.

8.2

No other parties have been consulted and no other representations
have been received

8.3

The technical data is believed to be true and accurate.
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9.

Financial Considerations

9.1

The Author is not aware of any financial issues arising from this report.

10.

Legal Considerations

10.1

The Author is not aware of any legal issues arising from this report.

11.

Environmental Impact Considerations (Including Climate Change)

11.1

The Author is not aware of any environmental impact (including climate
change) issues arising from this report.

12.

Equality Considerations

12.1

The Author is not aware of any equality issues arising from this report.

13.

Risk Management Considerations

13.1

The Author is not aware of any obvious risks to manage.

14.

Public Health Impact

14.1

The Author is not aware of any public health impact.

15.

Summary/Conclusions/Reasons for Recommendations

15.1

The Author has prepared this report in accordance with the findings of
the County Farms Estate Strategic Review (April 2010).

Name
Angie Sinclair – Director of Finance and Public Value

Electoral Divisions: All
Local Government Act 1972: List of Background Papers

Contact for Enquiries:
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Name: Dan Meek, Director of Estates & Valuation, South West Norse,
Venture House, One Capital Court, Bittern Road, Sowton Industrial Estate,
Exeter, EX2 7FW
Contact: 01392 351066 or dan.meek@nps.co.uk
Name: Lisa Beynon, Head Accountant for Corporate Services, Finance and
Public Value, County Hall, Exeter
Contact: 01392 382876 or lisa.beynon@devon.gov.uk
Background Paper

Date

File Reference

Nil
The above mentioned Reports are published on the Council’s Website at:
http://democracy.devon.gov.uk/ieDocHome.aspx?bcr=1
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CT/22/51
Farms Estate Committee
16 May 2022
The County Farms Estate – Annual Report 2021/22
Report of the Director of Finance and Public Value
Please note that the following recommendations are subject to consideration and
determination by the Committee before taking effect.
Recommendation: that the Committee endorse the annual report
1.

Summary

1.1

This is the thirty-first annual report of the County Farms Estate and the twelfth
year in this revised format since the Devon County Council Farms Estate
Strategic Review of March 2010.

2.

Introduction

2.1

It seems most tenant’s businesses have thankfully weathered the Covid-19
disruption although some diversified businesses have not returned to prepandemic levels of trading. Swiftly following the Covid-19 disruption tenant’s
businesses are now being affected by rapidly rising input costs such as fuel,
fertiliser, feed and electricity. The potential impact is being closely monitored.
It has been an exceptionally busy year for the Estate with the number of
farms being relet probably at or very near an all-time Estate record. This has
stretched the capacity of an already thinly resourced management team.

2.2

This report is divided into the following sections:
-

Committee Functions
Financial Performance
Estate Management Performance
Other Notable Estate Achievements and Events

3.

Meetings and other activities of the Farms Estate Committee 2021/22.

3.1

Following the County Election’s, the Estate saw three former members of the
committee stand down, including two past chairpersons. Cllrs Richard Edgell,
Caroline Chugg and Tony Inch were thanked by the incoming (returning)
Chairman, Cllr Yabsley for their past contributions to the committee.

3.2

In turn, the Committee welcomed two new members, Cllrs Samuel and Gent.

3.3

The committee also welcomed a new representative of the Devon Federation
of Young Farmers Clubs, Rupert Shinner.

3.4

The Farms Estate Committee met on 14 June, 27 September, 29 November
2021, and 7 February 2022. In addition to the usual financial and
management matters other issues discussed by the Committee included:
- Annual Report 2020/21
- Monitoring of tenants on initial Farm Business Tenancies
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-

Requests for Landlord’s consent for Tenant’s Improvements
The Veterans Farm Able Foundation
Outstanding Debts

3.5

Interview panels met on five occasions to interview applicants for the
tenancies of Great Stone Farm, South Molton; Higher Bradaford Farm,
Virginstow; Southacott Farm, Mariansleigh; Higher Artiscombe Farm,
Gulworthy; Topshayes Farm, Aylesbeare; Little Stone Farm, South Molton;
Thorndon Farm, Broadwoodwidger; Ten Oaks Farm, Roborough; Perriton
Barton Farm, Whimple; Coppa Dolla Farm, Denbury; and Nunford Farm,
Colyton.

3.6

The Chairman, Vice Chairman and the Senior Land Agent also visited the
Parish of Holsworthy to undertake a tenant’s monitoring visit.

4

Finance

4.1

The financial performance of the Estate is again analysed in four areas,
namely revenue income and expenditure, capital receipts and capital
investment.

4.2

The Estate revenue budget outturn statement for the year ending 31 March
2022 is appended (Appendix A). Details of some of the key result areas for
the three previous trading years have been included to offer some form of
trend comparator analysis.

4.3

Revenue Income

4.3.1

Rental income from the Estate in 2021/22 was £1,190,887 compared with a
target of £1,124,000.

4.3.2

Miscellaneous income totalled £34,450 compared with a target of £40,000.

4.3.3

Therefore total income secured was £1,225,337 against a target of
£1,164,000.

Revenue Income
Rental
Miscellaneous
Total

2018/19
£1,075,411
£33,275
£1,108,686

2019/20
£1,148,703
£27,434
£1,176,137

2020/21
£1,084,719
£35,848
£1,120,567

2021/22
£1,190,887
£34,450
£1,225,337

Revenue
Income Analysis
Actual
(a) Per Farm
(b) Per Hectare
(c) As a % of
Target

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

£1,108,686
£17,056
£287
99.5%

£1,176,137
£18,094
£304
101%

£1,120,567
£17,239
£289
96%

£1,225,337
£18,851
£316
105%
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4.4

Revenue Expenditure

4.4.1 The target spend for 2021/22 on programme and unforeseen repairs and
maintenance was £310,000 of which 68% (£210,000) was planned and 32%
(£100,000) was unforeseen.
4.4.2 There was an overall actual spend of £296,888 on repair and maintenance of
which 75% (£222,627) was planned maintenance and 25% (£74,261) was
unforeseen and reactive work. It is noted that significant inflationary
pressures within the construction industry continues to put immense strain on
this budget and far less work is capable of being delivered year on year for
the same budget provision. Some landlord’s repair and maintenance liabilities
are not therefore capable of being carried out.
Expenditure
Programme
Unforeseen
Total
Maintenance

2018/19
£241,666
£80,202
£321,868

2019/20
£152,856
£86,189
£239,045

2020/21
£255,414
£69,064
£324,478

2021/22
£222,627
£74,261
£296,888

4.4.3 However, in addition to the above maintenance spend, £11,287 was spent on
Landlord’s health and safety improvements, removing and replacing asbestos
and demolishing redundant buildings.
4.4.4 £3,500 was spent on drilling a borehole on a dairy farm to help a tenant
reduce a significant overhead.
4.4.5 £211,062 was spent in total on professional fees relating to Estate
Management; the procurement of repairs, maintenance, compliance
management, service term contracts and other works; and on the inspection
and security of empty properties.
4.4.6 £17,056 was spent on servicing plant and equipment on the Estate including
private water supplies, boilers, electrical wiring systems, sewage treatment
plants, radon pumps etc owned by the Landlord.
4.4.7 £5,216 was spent on roadside tree surgery works arising as a consequence
of periodic surveys and other ground maintenance works.
4.4.8 £8,396 was spent on condition surveys to help inform planned maintenance
programmes and to manage landlord’s risks associated with the Defective
Premises Act 1972 and Occupiers Liability Acts 1957 and 1984.
4.4.9 £174,306 was spent on compensating tenants for fixtures, fittings and
improvements at end of tenancy.
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4.5

Revenue Surplus

4.5.1

A revenue surplus of £465,998 was achieved compared with the target of
£464,000.

Revenue Surplus
Target
Actual
As a % of Target

2018/19
£414,000
£411,721
99.8%

2019/20
£464,000
£464,043
100%

2020/21
£464,000
£467,374
101%

2021/22
£464,000
£465,998
101%

4.6

Running Costs

4.6.1

Running costs for 2021/22 were £548,277 against a target of £470,000. The
increase in in year spend principally related to an increase in the end of
tenancy compensation liability.

Running Cost
(d) Per Farm
(e) Per Hectare
(f) As a % of
Income

2018/19
£6,646
£112.00
39%

2019/20
£7,524
£126.62
42%

2020/21
£6,810
£114.28
39.5%

2021/22
£8,435
£141.59
45%

4.7

Management Costs

4.7.1

Management costs for 2021/22 were £211,062 against a target of £230,000.

Management Cost
(g) Per Farm
(h) Per Hectare
(i) As a % of
Income

2018/19
£4,062
£68.45
24%

2019/20
£3,432
£57.75
19%

2020/21
£3,239
£54.35
19%

2021/22
£3,247
£54.50
17%

4.8

Capital Receipts

4.8.1

In 2021/22 the Estate generated £4,786,667 from the sale of land at Aldens
Farm, Alphington, a barn at Middle Winsham Farm, Braunton, and the
release of a covenant at Cobberton Farm, Dartington.

Capital Receipts
Actual

2018/19
£2,700,644

2019/20
£1,569,062

2020/21
£570,000

2021/22
£4,786,667

4.8.2

At year end a further 6 properties were ‘sold subject to contract and/or
planning’ with a potential capital receipt value of £6,809,608 expected to be
received in 2022/23 or 2023/24.

4.9

Capital Investments

4.9.1

Capital investment amounted to £1,189,233. Investment was mainly made
on further farmhouse renovation and improvement schemes. Some
expenditure was incurred on an end of tenancy compensation liability.

4.9.2

£25,787 has been carried forward to the 2022/23 budget. It is anticipated
this money will be spent in 2022/23.
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4.9.3

In future years the Estate is likely to require ongoing capital investment in:
(i)
Further ongoing farmhouse renovation and improvement works
(ii) Meeting the requirements of the Clean Air Strategy
(iii) Increasing controls on the storage of farm waste and feed stuffs
(iv) Renewable energy, energy efficiency, carbon offsetting and
sequestration
(v) More onerous electrical regulations for farm buildings

4.10

Net capital contribution to the Corporate Capital Programme

4.10.1 After the County Farms Estate inward capital investment expenditure is
deducted from the capital receipts generated by the sale of surplus Estate
assets, the Estate contributed a net sum of £3,597,434 to the Corporate
capital programme in 2021/22.
Net Capital
Contribution
Actual

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

£1,032,260

£379,837

- £384,093

£3,597,434

5

Estate Management Performance

5.1

The achievements for 2021/22 are analysed, as on previous occasions, in
two areas – namely tenant matters and property matters.

5.2

Tenant Matters










One tenant has retired
One tenant has returned home and taken over a family farm in the
private sector
Two tenants have purchased their own farms
Three tenants have progressed off the Estate to a larger tenanted farm
in the private sector
Four tenants have progressed internally on the Estate moving from
starter farms to progressions farms (Topshayes Farm, Aylesbeare;
Southacott Farm, Mariansleigh; Great Stone Farm, South Molton; and
Higher Bradaford Farm, Virginstow)
Seven farms (Lower Pilehayes Farm, Woodbury; Buckridge Farm,
Denbury; Lomans Farm, Broadhempston; Southcott Farm, Okehampton;
and Middle Winsham Farm, Braunton) were re-let to new tenants
Five tenancies were renewed.
One new ’54 Act lease was created.
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5.3

Property Matters
The size of the Estate decreased to 3,872.28 hectares (9,568.39 acres)
during 2021/22. This was the net result of sales of land at Aldens Farm,
Alphington and a barn at Middle Winsham Farm, Braunton, and the
purchase of land adjacent to Nutcombe Farm, Rose Ash.

Size of the Estate
Hectares
Acres
5.4

2018/19
3,867.11
9,555,50

2019/20
3,862.34
9,543.84

2020/21
3,873.61
9,571.68

2021/22
3,872.28
9,568.39

The overall picture of the Estate as at 31 March 2022 was as follows:
2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

Number of let residential
farms

65

65

65

65

Total AHA 86 Farms
AHA 86 Lifetime Tenancies
AHA 86 Retirement
Tenancies

15
8
7

14
8
6

12
7
5

12
7
5

Total ATA 95 (FBT) Farms
FBT’s more than seven
years
FBT’s seven years or less

50
19

51
19

53
21

53
21

31

32

32

32

5.5

An Option Agreement has been signed with a solar farm developer for the
grant of a lease on a site.

5.6

One farm cottage remains sublet by Estate tenants (with landlord’s
consent).

5.7

One traditional building remains let on a Landlord and Tenant Act 1954
lease to a micro-brewery operator.

5.8

One site has been let on a Landlord and Tenant Act 1954 lease to a green
waste composting operator.

5.9

Two farm buildings are sublet (with landlord’s consent) to rural businesses
on Landlord and Tenant Act 1954 leases.

5.10

Three blocks of bare land are let to Parish Council’s for community use
(playing field and allotments).

5.11

One block of woodland is now let to the North Devon Biosphere Reserve as
a best practice demonstration site.

5.12

Six allotments are let direct to members of the public.
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5.13

A small length of fishing rights is separately let on the river otter.

5.14

Two telecommunication masts are let on the County Farms Estate.

5.15

Five leases are granted for community internet apparatus installed on the
County Farms Estate.

5.16

One site is let to the Environment Agency as a remote weather station.

5.17

Nine blocks of bare land are let to non-core Estate agricultural tenants (land
at Whitsun Farm; Land at Cofton Cross; Part East Hill Farm; Part Greenhills
Farm; Part Beara Down Farm; Part Middle Winsham Farm; Part Manor
Farm; Part Manor Farm; and Part East Week Farm).

5.18

Two farmsteads remain declared surplus to the operational requirements of
the Estate and are to be advertised for sale as soon as practically possible
(Baxters Farm, Musbury; and Beara Down Farm, Bratton Fleming). A small
barn at Lower Farm, High Bickington is also now in declared surplus and is
to be marketed for sale shortly.

5.19

One block of land amounting to 5.39 acres or thereabouts is sold on a
subject to contract and planning basis for residential development (Part
Aldens Farm [West], Alphington).

5.20

One block of land amounting to 2.68 acres or thereabouts is being marketed
for sale for residential development (Part Manor Farm, Holcombe).

5.21

A barn and 12.08 acres or thereabouts of land is sold subject to contract at
Endfield Farm, Sandford. A small corner of a field amounting to 0.17 acres
or thereabouts at Lower Henland Farm, Kentisbeare is also sold on a
subject to contract basis to a neighbouring special purchaser.

6

Other notable Estate achievements and events:

6.1

Farmwise
Due to the Covid-19 pandemic the Farmwise events planned for 2021 were
cancelled. It is hoped that Farmwise will return in 2022.

6.2

Supporting Local Agricultural Colleges
For the fifth year in succession the Estate hosted the Duchy College Level 4
Apprenticeship students sitting their farm business planning module. A mock
viewing was held at Nunford Farm, Colyton and the Chairman of the
Committee, Senior Land Agent and Mr Marcus Warner interviewed students
for the hypothetical tenancy.

6.3

North Devon UNESCO Biosphere Reserve Partnership
A lease has been granted to the North Devon UNESCO Biosphere Reserve
Partnership of 11.86 acres or thereabouts of semi-ancient woodland to be
used as a best practice demonstration site and for tests and trials relating to
assessing the carbon sequestration capacity of good active management of
such woodlands.
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6.4

Tree planting at Middle Winsham Farm, Braunton
An area of approximately 0.56 acres has been planted with 325 mixed
broadleaved trees at Middle Winsham Farm, Braunton.

6.5

Exeter University energy consumption data logging
Exeter University has been commissioned to log the electricity consumption
on 10 farms on the estate. The data is being analysed with the intention of
being able to identify changes in working practices or investments in more
energy efficient technologies to reduce the energy consumption and
associated carbon emissions of the holdings.

6.6

North Devon UNESCO Biosphere Reserve Partnership

A disproportionately high number of estate tenants from across the North
Devon and Torridge area are participating in the Biosphere Reserve pilot
test and trials on healthy soils. The project will involve Rothamstead
Research taking soil samples from the farms and based on the lab analysis
the tenants will be given a set of recommendations for future management
that will enhance the soils. Awareness training on how healthy soils can
increase profitability will also be provided.
6.7

Environment Agency Advice on the River Axe Catchment

Prior to the reletting of Nunford Farm, Colyton the Environment Agency was
invited to the farm to discuss suitable options for the future occupation and
use of the holding given that the farm falls within the River Axe is a Special
Area of Conservation (SAC) and a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI)
and through recent monitoring of the River the EA has shown that the river
is not meeting conservation targets and that it is in decline due to nutrients
(phosphates) enrichment and sediment pollution. Appropriate land use
management prescriptions were imposed on reletting to ensure that farming
this part of the estate does not adversely affect the river water quality.
6.8

Boreholes – Under the Estate Policy another borehole was drilled to help a
tenant reduce a significant overhead.
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6.9

Tyres – Almost 3000 waste tyres have been removed from two farms by
licensed contractors.

6.10

Waste Plastic – A tenant has set up a farm waste plastic collection centre in
partnership with Farm XS.

7.

Options/Alternatives

7.1

Alternative options have been considered and discounted as they are
believed to either be contrary to current Estate policy and/or not in the best
financial interests of the Estate.

8.

Consultations/Representations/Technical Data

8.1

The views and opinions of the Devon Federation of Young Farmers Clubs and
the Estate Tenants Association will be presented by the two co-opted members
to the committee.

8.2

No other parties have been consulted and no other representations have been
received

8.3

The technical data is believed to be true and accurate.

9.

Financial Considerations

9.1

The Author is not aware of any financial issues arising from this report.

10.

Legal Considerations

10.1

The Author is not aware of any legal issues arising from this report.

11.

Environmental Impact Considerations (Including Climate Change)

11.1

The Author is not aware of any environmental impact (including climate
change) issues arising from this report.

12.

Equality Considerations

12.1

The Author is not aware of any equality issues arising from this report.

13.

Risk Management Considerations

13.1

The Author is not aware of any obvious risks to manage.

14.

Public Health Impact

14.1

The Author is not aware of any public health impact.

15.

Summary/Conclusions/Reasons for Recommendations

15.1

The Author has prepared this report in accordance with the findings of the
County Farms Estate Strategic Review (April 2010).

Name
Angie Sinclair – Director of Finance and Public Value
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Electoral Divisions: All
Local Government Act 1972: List of Background Papers

Contact for Enquiries:
Name: Dan Meek, Director of Estates & Valuation, South West Norse, Venture
House, One Capital Court, Bittern Road, Sowton Industrial Estate, Exeter, EX2 7FW
Contact: 01392 351066 or dan.meek@nps.co.uk
Name: Lisa Beynon, Head Accountant for Corporate Services, Finance and Public
Value, County Hall, Exeter
Contact: 01392 382876 or lisa.beynon@devon.gov.uk
Background Paper

Date

File Reference

Nil
The above mentioned Reports are published on the Council’s Website at:
http://democracy.devon.gov.uk/ieDocHome.aspx?bcr=1
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Appendix A
APPENDIX A

COUNTY FARMS ESTATE - FINANCIAL REPORTS
FINANCIAL STATEMENT - FINAL OUTTURN 2021/22
2021/22

2021/22

2020/21

2019/20

2018/19

ANNUAL TARGET

OUTTURN

OUTTURN

OUTTURN

OUTTURN

INCOME
Rent
Other
TOTAL INCOME
EXPENDITURE
STATUTORY COSTS
Tenant Right Valuation
SUB - TOTAL

PREMISES COSTS
Building Maintenance - unforseen
Building Maintenance - programmed
Building Maintenance - Surveys
Building Maintenance - STC
Building Maintenance - other (incl. land agents
initiatives, redundant buildings, asbestos and health &
safety)
Grounds Maintenance
Rents & other landlord charges
Rates, Electricity and Water Charges
SUB - TOTAL

SUPPLIES & SERVICES
Insurance
Adverts
NPS Fees
Legal Fees
Professional Fees
Other Fees & Charges (DFYF, SHLAA, GPDO)
SUB - TOTAL
TOTAL EXPENDITURE
Revenue Funded Restructuring
NET OPERATIONAL (SURPLUS)/DEFICIT
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£'000

£'000

£'000

£'000

£'000

(1,124)
(40)
(1,164)

(1,191)
(34)
(1,225)

(1,085)
(36)
(1,121)

(1,149)
(27)
(1,176)

(1,075)
(33)
(1,108)

20

174

37

87

25

20

174

37

87

25

100
210
10
20

74
223
8
17

69
255
5
25

86
153
4
8

80
242
11
18

61

15

6

101

11

13
11
6
431

5
12
10
364

20
11
7
398

10
11
15
388

7
14
10
393

0
2
230
4
6
7
249

0
0
211
2
7
1
221

0
1
211
1
6
0
219

0
1
223
1
10
2
237

0
6
264
1
3
4
278

700

759

654

712

696

0

0

0

0

0

(464)

(466)

(467)

(464)

(412)
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BSS/22/10
Farms Estate Committee
16 May 2022
The County Farms Estate
Management and Restructuring
Report of the Head of Digital Transformation and Business Support
Please note that the following recommendations are subject to consideration and
determination by the Committee before taking effect.
Recommendation(s):
That the Committee approves the recommendations as set out in the opening
paragraph of section 1 to 3 of this report.
1.0

Part Lower Northchurch Farm, Yarnscombe

1.1

It is recommended that NG 0040 and 0041 forming part Lower Northchurch
Farm, Yarnscombe and amounting to 3.39 acres or thereabouts be declared
permanently surplus to the operational requirements of the Estate and sold to
the neighbouring special purchaser, subject to terms being agreed.

1.2

The Yarnscombe Estate comprises:
(i)
Total

1.3

Lower Northchurch Farm

50.92 hectares (125.82 acres)
50.92 hectares (125.82 acres)

At the County Farms Estate Committee meeting of 27 September 2021,
members resolved under minute ref FE/7(b):
‘that endorsement be given to possession proceedings for Lower Northchurch
Farm, Yarnscombe being concluded and that in due course the holding be
advertised to let on the open market as a new entrant opportunity and on a
Farm Business Tenancy for a term of up to seven years, all subject to terms
being agreed’.

1.4

A neighbour and potential special purchaser has subsequently expressed
interest in purchasing a small paddock to the rear of their property.

1.5

The land constitutes an opportunity for the neighbour to acquire a pony
paddock which will add significant value to their property. The neighbour is
aware of this and is prepared to pay a significant premium for the benefit.
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2.0

Part Lower Farm, High Bickington

2.1

It is recommended that NG 1926 forming part Lower Farm, High Bickington
and amounting to 2.13 acres or thereabouts be declared permanently surplus
to the operational requirements of the Estate and sold.

2.2

The High Bickington Estate comprises:
Lower Farm
Part Lower Farm (NG 1926)

33.44 hectares (82.64 acres)
0.86 hectares (2.13 acres)

Total

34.30 hectares (84.77 acres)

2.2

Part Lower Farm, High Bickington (NG 1926) has been allocated for
development in The North Devon and Torridge Local Plan 2011-2031.

2.3

The allocated site is in two ownerships. The County Council and NPS
colleagues are working with the neighbouring property owner and his own
professional advisers to develop an outline planning application for residential
development of the combined site which is to be submitted to the Local
Planning Authority in due course.

2.4

The land in question has always been earmarked for disposal following the
successful development of the adjacent former Little Bickington Farm property
which was transferred to and developed by the High Bickington Community
Development Trust.

3.0

Part Glebe Farm, Rattery

3.1

It is recommended that:
(a) Part NG 2249 (0.38 acres or thereabouts) be declared permanently surplus
to the operational requirements of the Estate and transferred to St Mary’s
Church, Rattery, subject to terms being agreed.
(b) Permission be given to discuss and agree terms with the Parish Council for
a permissive path agreement granting rights for the Parish Council to
create and thereafter maintain and repair a permissive path through Part
NG 2249 and NG 2854.
(c) NG 8726 and NG 0017 amounting to 9.96 acres or thereabouts be let to
the Veterans Farm-Able Foundation as an alternative and more secure
base, subject to terms being agreed.

3.2

3.3

The Rattery Estate comprises:
Glebe Farm

19.21 hectares

(47.45 acres)

Total

19.21 hectares

(47.45 acres)

The former farmhouse at Glebe Farm, Rattery was sold several years ago.
The farm buildings and land extending to 19.21 hectares (47.45 acres) or
thereabouts was retained for it’s mid to long term development potential on
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part, and as useful ‘away’ land for one of the Estates nearby retained dairy
holdings (Cobberton Farm, Dartington).
3.4

The tenant of Cobberton Farm, Dartington has farmed the land at Glebe Farm,
Rattery on a series of 12 month Farm Business Tenancy Agreements since
2013.

3.5

The County Council has discussed with the Parish Council plans to develop
the farmstead through either the Class Q permitted development rights to
convert the existing agricultural buildings, or by perhaps using the permitted
development rights as the ‘fall back’ position to an outline planning application
for a more aesthetically pleasing residential development more in keeping with
the character and appearance of the village environment. In early 2021,
following an informal consultation exercise, the Parish Council confirmed it
would not support any planning application for new-build housing on the site of
the buildings at Glebe Farm.

3.6

The County Council is currently developing a Class Q permitted development
submission associated with proposed conversion of the agricultural buildings.

3.7

In February 2022, the Local County Council member, Councillor Dan Thomas,
put forward a Parish Council request for permission to create a permissive
footpath through Glebe Farm, Rattery.

3.8

The proposed route of the permissive footpath is unlikely to cause any harm to
the agricultural occupation and use of the land and is unlikely to cause any
detrimental impact on the County Councils proposed development of the
farmstead.

3.9

In the spirit of wanting to work more collaboratively with the Parish Council, it
is proposed that heads of terms be discussed and hopefully agreed for a
permissive path agreement with the Parish Council to enable a permissive
footpath to be created along the proposed route.

3.10 More recently the County Council has been approached by the Church
Warden of the St Mary’s Church, Rattery to ideally acquire the freehold
interest in Part NG 2249, extending to 0.38 acres or thereabouts to create a
memorial garden and scope for potentially extending the conventional burial
ground. The Church hopes to offer work in the grounds of the church as part of
a social prescribing programme. The works would also see the biodiversity of
the area improved.
3.11 The land in question to the rear of the church yard is partially overgrown and
subject to rocky outcrops rendering the area of limited commercial use to the
Estates farm tenant.
3.12 Members may recall receiving a verbal presentation from Mr J Hibbard, the
Chief Executive of the Veterans Farm-Able Foundation at its meeting of 27
September 2021 before resolving, under minute ref: FE/3:
‘that the County Farms Estate Land Agent explore possibilities and report
back to a future Committee’.
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3.13 As a reminder, the Veterans Farm-Able Foundation is an eight-year old
independent Charity based in Devon that looks after military veterans. The
Charity provides agricultural and horticultural therapies to help improve
physical mental health and wellbeing and also to help guide some veterans
who wanted an introduction into farming. The benefits of working with nature
and with animals is well proven.
3.14 There are apparently two million veterans currently in the UK, the highest
proportion being in the South West and 100,000 in Devon alone, the majority
being young men aged between 18 and 30.
3.15 The Charity is currently working with a number of veterans, supporting them in
dealing with the impact of trauma, particularly Post Traumatic Stress Disorder
(PTSD) and land mine injuries. The Charity also supports exclusive women’s
projects that take place in a safe, supportive environment.
3.16 The Charity is looking for a permanent base, to work with farmers and
landowners in a similar way to the Apricot Centre, Totnes. Ideally, they would
be looking for a smallholding between Exeter and Plymouth. The security of a
base would improve the Charity’s ability to apply for grant funding.
3.17 Having considered the potentially available County Farms Estate holdings
within the Charity’s preferred target location, Glebe Farm, Rattery was the best
potential match.
3.18 Mr Hibbard has visited the holding with the County Land Agent and confirmed
that Part NG 8726 and NG 0017 extending to 9.96 acres or thereabouts would
be an ideal location for their Charity. The Charity may not need all of the land
from the outset but would like the opportunity to plan for future growth and
expansion.
3.19

The Charity is now considering discussing the sites potential with the Local
Planning Authority and commissioning a detailed feasibility study.

4.0

Part Lower Barton Farm, Aylesbeare

4.1

It is recommended that Part Lower Barton Farm, Aylesbeare be declared
permanently surplus to the requirements of the Estate and surrendered back
to the landlord, Clinton Devon Estates, subject to terms being agreed.

4.2

The Aylesbeare Estate comprises:
Lower Barton Farm
Part Topshayes Farm
Part New Ford Farm

26.82 hectares (66.27 acres)
52.37 hectares (129.41 acres)
12.65 hectares (31.26 acres)

Total

91.84 hectares (226.94 acres)
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4.3

At the County Farms Estate Committee meeting of 22 November 2012
members resolved under minute ref: FE/161(b) The Aylesbeare Estate:
That the new management plan for the Aylesbeare Estate be approved
providing for:


Retaining and re-letting the house, buildings and 73 acres of land forming
Topshayes Farm,



Retaining and re-letting the 30 acres of land forming part New Ford Farm,



Seeking to obtain vacant possession of Barton Farm at the earliest
opportunity, surrender the lease of the Barton Farm farmstead back to the
Head Landlord and retain and amalgamate the 58 acres or thereabouts of
Barton Farm land to Topshayes Farm,



Seeking to obtain vacant possession of Lower Barton Farm at the earliest
opportunity, surrender the lease of the Lower Barton Farm farmstead back
to the Head Landlord and retain and amalgamate the 64 acres or
thereabouts of Lower Barton Farm land to New Ford Farm’.

4.4

In 2019 terms were agreed between the former tenant of Barton Farm and
Clinton Devon Estates to surrender the lease of the Barton Farm farmstead
back to the head landlord with vacant possession. The lease of the land was
retained and 56.89 acres of land was amalgamated with Topshayes Farm.

4.5

The Clinton Devon Estate has since secured planning consent for the
redevelopment of the Barton Farm farmstead and has exchanged contracts for
the sale of the site to a developer.

4.6

Although not critical to the development proceeding, Clinton Devon Estate has
asked if the Council’s tenant and the Council itself would surrender a small
area of Lower Barton Farm and more particularly described as part NG 8800
(approximately 0.1 acres in size) which adjoins the Barton Farm development
site.

4.7

Clinton Devon Estates have agreed terms for the surrender with the Council’s
tenant and will be paying his and the Council’s professional and legal fees.

5.0

Options/Alternatives

5.1

Alternative options have been considered and discounted as they are believed
to either be contrary to current Estate policy and/or not in the best financial
interests of the Estate.

6.0

Consultations/Representations/Technical Data

6.1

The views and opinions of the Devon Federation of Young Farmers Clubs and
the Estate Tenants Association will be presented by the two co-opted
members to the committee.
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6.2

No other parties have been consulted and no other representations have been
received

6.3

The technical data is believed to be true and accurate.

7.0

Financial Considerations

7.1

The Author is not aware of any financial issues arising from this report.

8.0

Legal Considerations

8.1

The Author is not aware of any legal issues arising from this report.

9.0

Environmental Impact Considerations (Including Climate Change)

9.1

The Author is not aware of any environmental impact (including climate
change) issues arising from this report.

10.0

Equality Considerations

10.1

The Author is not aware of any equality issues arising from this report.

11.0

Risk Management Considerations

11.1

The Author is not aware of any obvious risks to manage.

12.0

Public Health Impact

12.1

The Author is not aware of any public health impact.

13.0

Summary/Conclusions/Reasons for Recommendations

13.1

The Author has prepared this report in accordance with the findings of the
County Farms Estate Strategic Review (April 2010).

Name:
Matthew Jones, Head of Digital Transformation and Business Support (Interim)

Electoral Divisions:

Torrington Rural; South Brent & Yealmpton;
Otter Valley

Local Government Act 1972: List of Background Papers

Contact for Enquiries:
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Name: Dan Meek, Director of Property Management, South West Norse, Venture
House, One Capital Court, Bittern Road, Sowton Industrial Estate, Exeter, EX2 7FW
Contact: 01392 351066 or dan.meek@nps.co.uk
Background Paper

Date

File Reference

Nil
The above mentioned Reports are published on the Council’s Website at:
http://democracy.devon.gov.uk/ieDocHome.aspx?bcr=1
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BSS/22/09
Farms Estate Committee
16 May 2022
The County Farms Estate
CPRE Report: Reimagining Council Farms – A vision for 2040 (March 2022)
Report of the Head of Digital Transformation and Business Support
Please note that the following recommendations are subject to consideration and
determination by the Committee before taking effect.
Recommendation(s):
That the Committee notes this further report from the CPRE which remains broadly in
keeping with the aims and objectives of the existing Estate Strategic Review Report
established in March 2010.
1.0

Background

1.1

Members may recall receiving report BSS/20/01 on 24 February 2020 which
introduced the Campaign to Protect Rural England (CPRE) Report ‘Reviving
County Farms’.

1.2

Minute Reference FE/120 of 24 February 2022 records the committee
resolution:
‘Members noted the CPRE report which was very much in keeping with the
aims and objectives of the existing Estate Strategic Review Report of March
2010’.

1.3

In March 2022 the CPRE published its vision for Council Farms following
further research and consultation with a wide range of stakeholders. A copy of
the report is attached at Appendix 1.

1.4

The report is endorsed by Lord Curry of Kirkharle who, in his foreword, wrote:
‘We have entered a decade where farming faces a level of change not seen
for perhaps a century. At this time, more than ever, we need to create
opportunities in agriculture for new people excited by the challenges ahead
and passionate about contributing to the future success of the sector’.

1.5

One of many key statements made in the report recognises the significant role
Council Farms plays in the agricultural industry (page 11):
‘Availability of equipped farms to rent in the market is limited but council farm
estates are structured to provide mainly land with buildings and/or homes. As
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such and for their scale they have a disproportionate value for supporting the
most talented into farming who may lack capital. They play a distinctive
public service role to rejuvenate farming and ultimately to de-risk the supply
of skilled, resourceful and passionate people into the sector and potentially, if
such links could be forged, onto other institutional and private estates’.
2.0

Summary of report findings

2.1

The Vision:
(i)

In 2040, council farms are valued by local people, are actively
contributing to the UK’s climate commitments and are identified as highquality natural assets. They are secured and managed for the benefit of
the whole community including prospective, new and existing tenants
and others making a living from the land.

(ii)

Local authorities - In 2040 council-owned farmland is secured by a
strong national narrative of taking the holistic best-value approach to
municipal assets. It is managed in the public interest to deliver
important global, national and local objectives, decided democratically.
As a result, its value is fully recognised and councils no longer reduce
their estates to tackle short-term budgetary pressures. After 20 years of
sustained investment, the national area of council farm estates has
grown significantly and most farm estates are stable and expanding.
Council farmland hosts a diverse mix of tenants - private and family
business but also community enterprise models - working in partnership
with their council to be local beacons of innovative sustainable climate
and nature-friendly farming.

(iii)

Farmers and growers - Councils are making the most of the potential of
their farmland to provide opportunities for people from all backgrounds
to work the land in their own right, supporting them to develop
sustainable businesses and livelihoods, which benefit the wider local
community. This has helped revitalise the land-based sector, by
supporting progressive farmers and bringing in new, diverse,
resourceful people equipped to produce food sustainably, in tune with
nature and delivering net zero and beyond.

(iv)

Local people - Council farmland is secured for the benefit of the whole
community both now and in the future. Local people are meaningfully
engaged as key stakeholders directly and through a range of
community groups in developing estate management plans, in
understanding and valuing the benefits that council farmland provides
and engaging with the opportunities it brings. Council farmland is
recognised as special for generally giving citizens a stake and a sense
of connection with their local farmed countryside and those working and
stewarding the land. This is strengthened by council farms, which
choose to make supplying food locally, educational and recreational
access and other services a part of their approach.
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2.2

Summary of report recommendations:

2.2.1 Central government should:
(a)

Build consensus around a new unifying purpose for the nation’s
council farm estate that frames a long-term national strategy and five
year action plan which will guide local authorities to optimise
management of their farm assets for delivering greater public benefits.

(b)

Support councils in developing new integrated strategies for their
farm estates which build on local good practice to join up delivery of
national and local social, economic and environmental objectives.

(c)

Harmonise and develop tools to recognise the value of public land
which incorporate revenue, financial and natural capital values and
wider social, economic and environmental public benefits and support
local authorities to deploy these to better manage their farmland
estates.

(d)

Reform reporting requirements on council farmland by updating
information collected and reported locally and nationally to improve
public understanding and scrutiny including on the nature and extent of
holdings, support for new and existing tenants and public value
including delivery of public goods.

(e)

Join up existing government Future Farming and Countryside
Programme and other initiatives to maximise returns on cohesive
investment in council farms and their agricultural transition.

(f)

Ensure sustained investment in and enhancement of council farms
for the medium to long term by building for example on the
government’s own New Entrants scheme proposed financing for
council estates.

(g)

Give councils a duty to assess wider social, economic and
environmental benefits of planned uses in achieving best
consideration when disposing of farms and farmland and to involve
local communities in setting goals for their council farm estate and
how it is to be managed. Ensure local people are properly informed of
sales and that local not-for-profit models are considered as preferred
options before sale.

(h)

Legislate to give councils a duty to put in place a net gain policy to
enable judicious sales and purchases of land which protects and
enhances the extent and quality of their farm estates for the future.

2.2.2 With support from central government, local authorities should:
(i)

Increase the access-routes and progression opportunities to work
council farmland by developing new incubator and accelerator models
to induct and equip more new entrants from all backgrounds to take up
new opportunities on council farm estates and elsewhere.
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(j)

Help new entrants, existing tenants and others working council
farmland to realise local, novel and higher value market opportunities
including supply via dynamic local procurement into council facilities.

3.0

Options/Alternatives

3.1

Alternative options have been considered and discounted as they are believed
to either be contrary to current Estate policy and/or not in the best financial
interests of the Estate.

4.0

Consultations/Representations/Technical Data

4.1

The views and opinions of the Devon Federation of Young Farmers Clubs and
the Estate Tenants Association will be presented by the two co-opted
members to the committee.

4.2

No other parties have been consulted and no other representations have been
received

4.3

The technical data is believed to be true and accurate.

5.0

Financial Considerations

5.1

The Author is not aware of any financial issues arising from this report.

6.0

Legal Considerations

6.1

The Author is not aware of any legal issues arising from this report.

7.0

Environmental Impact Considerations (Including Climate Change)

7.1

The Author is not aware of any environmental impact (including climate
change) issues arising from this report.

8.0

Equality Considerations

8.1

The Author is not aware of any equality issues arising from this report.

9.0

Risk Management Considerations

9.1

The Author is not aware of any obvious risks to manage.

10.0

Public Health Impact

10.1

The Author is not aware of any public health impact.
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11.0

Summary/Conclusions/Reasons for Recommendations

11.1

The Author has prepared this report in accordance with the findings of the
County Farms Estate Strategic Review (April 2010).

Name
Matthew Jones, Head of Digital Transformation and Business Support (Interim)

Electoral Divisions:

All

Local Government Act 1972: List of Background Papers

Contact for Enquiries:
Name: Dan Meek, Director of Estates & Valuation, South West Norse, Venture
House, One Capital Court, Bittern Road, Sowton Industrial Estate, Exeter, EX2 7FW
Contact: 01392 351066 or dan.meek@nps.co.uk
Background Paper

Date

File Reference

Nil
The above mentioned Reports are published on the Council’s Website at:
http://democracy.devon.gov.uk/ieDocHome.aspx?bcr=1
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Foreword
by Lord Curry of Kirkharle
We have entered a decade where farming
faces a level of change not seen for perhaps
a century. At this time, more than ever, we need
to create opportunities in agriculture for new
people excited by the challenges ahead and
passionate about contributing to the future
success of the sector.

for delivering many other benefts for local
people. For these reasons, it urges councils
to rethink how their farmland can play a
more central role in achieving local objectives.
The value of council farmland of course goes
beyond this – as a body the council farm
estates across the country represent a vital and
strategic national asset. They will be essential
for forming a new generation that is skilled
and equipped to tackle climate change and
many other challenges, amongst which they
must secure for us a sustainable supply of
wholesome food.

This report from CPRE, the countryside charity,
and its partners, comes at a crucial time
to contribute to the very live debate about
the extent of change farming must embrace
to become environmentally and fnancially
sustainable – and how government in all its
forms can support the transition.

At a time when we are placing ever increasing
demands on our land, now is the time for central
government and local authorities to seize the
moment, to show leadership in the best use of
their land and work in partnership with tenants
and local people to deliver that transformation.

The authors present fresh data about how
important council farms are acre for acre in
giving people the chance to farm in their own
right. New analysis also shows how, even on
a narrow fnancial basis, farmland is a secure
long-term investment but with further potential
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Executive summary
This vision sets out the kind of future we would like to see
realised for council farms.
at all levels harnesses the potential of its farmland
to support a thriving and sustainable farming sector
and to unlock these wider community benefts. For
council farms, this will require a renewed sense
of purpose and, we believe, modest but sustained
investment. If central and local government can act
together in this endeavour, then we have reason to
hope that this irreplaceable asset can go on to be
protected, enhanced and revitalised for the wider
beneft of generations to come.

In 2019, our report, Reviving county farms,1
demonstrated the extent to which county farms,
now more commonly called council farms, are under
threat. The known total area of council farm estates in
England has more than halved over the past 40 years
with the number of holdings let massively reduced.
We argued they are a key part of an ecosystem of
farms - from micro to large and of diferent kinds
of tenure, from family farms to large private and
institutional estates. We clearly need to retain them
if we are to generate a diverse and thriving farming
sector. It added that, for them to continue to play
an important role within that ecosystem, we need
to ‘set out a positive vision for county farms in
the 21st century: one that recognises their value,
rejuvenates their purpose, and puts in place the
long-term protection, funding and support to make
them fourish’. This report sets out that vision and
includes a series of recommendations to start making
it achievable.

What do we mean by council farms
and farmland?

We have chosen to use the term ‘council farms’
and ‘council farmland’ to keep terms simple but
also because municipal farmland, we argue, has
through its ownership, a special status: councils
can manage it to support farming and deliver
As the UK begins its greatest agricultural transition
wider public benefts too. Other narrower terms
since the Second World War’s ‘Dig for Victory’,
are commonly used such as ‘county farms’ and
the need for this varied collection of council farm
‘county smallholdings’ linked particularly to land
estates to be valued as a strategic national asset
acquired up to a century or more ago primarily
is more compelling and urgent than ever. These are
to help new young farmers. However, these
challenging times but land, and how it is used, are
labels can be confusing as such farms can also
now understood as vital for delivering important
be owned and managed by unitary councils or
benefts for the entire population such as carbon
urban boroughs; the farms can also vary from
storage, abundance of, and access to, nature, and
Page small
41 to large holdings.
clean, slow water. It is imperative that government

5

Our vision
Council farms that are
working better for everyone

In 2040, council farms are valued by local people, are actively
contributing to the UK’s climate commitments and are identifed
as high-quality natural assets. They are secured and managed for the
beneft of the whole community including prospective, new
and existing tenants and others making a living from the land.

Local authorities

Local people

In 2040 council-owned farmland is secured by a

Council farmland is secured for the beneft of the
whole community both now and in the future.
Local people are meaningfully engaged as key
stakeholders directly and through a range of
community groups in developing estate management
plans, in understanding and valuing the benefts
that council farmland provides and engaging with
the opportunities it brings. Council farmland is
recognised as special for generally giving citizens
a stake and a sense of connection with their
local farmed countryside and those working and
stewarding the land. This is strengthened by council
farms, which choose to make supplying food locally,
educational and recreational access and other
services a part of their approach.

strong national narrative of taking the holistic bestvalue approach to municipal assets. It is managed
in the public interest to deliver important global,
national and local objectives, decided democratically.
As a result, its value is fully recognised and councils
no longer reduce their estates to tackle short-term
budgetary pressures. After 20 years of sustained
investment, the national area of council farm estates
has grown signifcantly and most farm estates are
stable and expanding. Council farmland hosts a
diverse mix of tenants - private and family business
but also community enterprise models2 - working
in partnership with their council to be local beacons
of innovative sustainable climate and nature-friendly
farming.3

Farmers and growers
Councils are making the most of the potential of
their farmland to provide opportunities for people
from all backgrounds to work the land in their
own right, supporting them to develop sustainable
businesses and livelihoods, which beneft the wider
local community. This has helped revitalise the landbased sector, by supporting progressive farmers
and bringing in new, diverse, resourceful people
equipped to produce food sustainably, in tune with
nature and delivering net zero and beyond.

1

CPRE, Reviving county farms, 2019

2

These could include hybrid community enterprise models such as Community Beneft Societies (CBS) with assets such
as livestock and equipment held in community ownership but the council retaining the land and acting as landlord.

3

The term ‘sustainable, though at risk of overuse and losing meaning, has been retained here to refect the need for a
triple bottom line approach to farming – social, economic and environmental – which, although it addresses the nature
and climate crises, also needs to respect other environmental limits including resource use.
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Key policy
actions needed
to realise this
2040 Vision for
council farms
To make real our compelling
vision for council farms
we call for the following
actions across central and
local government.

Central government should:

1

Build consensus around a new unifying purpose for the nation’s
council farm estate that frames a long-term national strategy
and fve year action plan which will guide local authorities to
optimise management of their farm assets for delivering greater
public benefts.

2

Support councils in developing new integrated strategies for
their farm estates which build on local good practice to join
up delivery of national and local social, economic and
environmental objectives.

3

Harmonise and develop tools to recognise the value of public
land which incorporate revenue, fnancial and natural capital
values and wider social, economic and environmental public
benefts and support local authorities to deploy these to better
manage their farmland estates.

4

Reform reporting requirements on council farmland by updating
information collected and reported locally and nationally to
improve public understanding and scrutiny including on the
nature and extent of holdings, support for new and existing
tenants and public value including delivery of public goods.

5

Join up existing government Future Farming and Countryside
Programme and other initiatives to maximise returns on cohesive
investment in council farms and their agricultural transition.

6

Ensure sustained investment in and enhancement of council
farms for the medium to long term by building for example on
the government’s own New Entrants scheme proposed
fnancing for council estates.

7

Give councils a duty to assess wider social, economic and
environmental benefts of planned uses in achieving best
consideration when disposing of farms and farmland and to
involve local communities in setting goals for their council farm
estate and how it is to be managed. Ensure local people are
properly informed of sales and that local not-for-proft models
are considered as preferred options before sale.

8

Legislate to give councils a duty to put in place a net gain
policy to enable judicious sales and purchases of land which
protects and enhances the extent and quality of their farm
estates for the future.

With support from central government,
local authorities should:

9

10

Increase the access-routes and progression opportunities
to work council farm land by developing new incubator and
accelerator models to induct and equip more new entrants from
all backgrounds to take up new opportunities on council farm
estates and elsewhere.
Help new entrants, existing tenants and others working
council farmland to realise local, novel and higher value market
opportunities including supply via dynamic local procurement
into council facilities.
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Introduction

This vision presents the kind of future
we would like to see realised for
council farms by 2040.
It has been developed when the land based
sectors face unprecedented levels of change
and challenge. Farming has been afected
seriously by policy changes ensuing from the
UK leaving the European Union. Some intend
to transform farming: especially the shift
from direct payments to rewarding farmers
for environmental actions and outcomes. But
others look likely to cause collateral damage:
controls on foreign workers in farming,
horticulture and food processing; new trade
arrangements with the EU, Australia and New
Zealand; possible weakening or undercutting
of UK food standards. These are causing huge
uncertainty and all have potentially seismic
impacts on how people farm, their incomes
and who may choose to continue.
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The pandemic too has caused shocks to health
and the economic systems which afect farming
but may also reverberate more widely. Scarcity
and rising costs of key resources from energy to
fertilisers to materials for farm infrastructure are
hitting farms. Other pandemic-related issues call
into question current land use, farming and the
food supply chain: the need for more green space
and nearby countryside for health and wellbeing;
balancing public access with farming for food; poor
diet infuencing health outcomes; the fragility of food
supply in just-in-time food mass retail. How long
these issues will echo is unclear but a return to the
status quo is hard to predict.

It concluded that only the very few would be able to
start their own farm business. It saw county council
farms as a ‘crucial entry route for new farmers’ but
recommended their role be reassessed and new
guidance and cross council working be developed.
In 2015, key professional bodies did publish new
guidance on how councils should manage their rural
estates, which advised a more holistic approach
to not only increase income but to obtain ‘best
value’ through delivering wider community and
environmental benefts such as education, recreation
and access, ‘care’ farming and green energy.7 In 2019
the Food Farming and Countryside Commission
extended this theme, asking the government to halt
further sales, reappraise ‘the County Farms Estate’
and ‘to explore imaginative ways to bring productive
land into social ownership for public value’.8

Instability and volatility naturally force us to consider
climate change and the nexus of environmental
issues which threaten the ecological underpinnings
of life and our lives. Farming and other land
use contributes a not negligible 10-14% of all UK
greenhouse gas emissions. As the Dasgupta report
shows, the biological foundations of our economy
and way of life are threatened by the decline in
nature, its diversity and abundance.4 Here too
land use – with 70% farmed, is seen as culprit.
Importantly, farming is also capable of providing
many of the solutions to these challenges.

Most recently, in December 2019, CPRE’s Reviving
county farms report explored the extent of and
reasons for continuing decline of council farms.9
Standing ‘at the crossroads of Brexit and the
burgeoning climate and ecological emergencies’
we must, it concluded, explore their potential to
promote innovation, environmentally sustainable
farming in local areas and support a diverse and
thriving farm sector. It urged a re-examination of
the role of the public sector has to play in
supporting British farming in a

The context for farming and so for this vision is as
challenging as it could be. Fortunately, in developing
this vision, we have been able to build on the work
of others who in less urgent times saw the role for
council farms in addressing these challenges. We
explore some of their conclusions below, which
remain so relevant today.

“ a new positive vision for county farms
in the 21st century: one that recognises
their value, rejuvenates their purpose,
and puts in place the long-term
protection, funding and support to
make them fourish.

In 2008, Sir Don Curry’s report recognised council
farms as ‘an important, strategic, national asset’ to be
retained as ‘an essential route into farming for new
entrants’ but with the potential to support delivery
of wider economic and environmental objectives.5
Building on this, the Defra Future of Farming Review
Report (2013) identifed land prices, farm business
consolidation and tenancy shortages all as barriers
to entering farming and which would impede the fow
of talented new people farming would need in the
future to compete, be productive and sustainable in
the face of serious environmental challenges ahead.6

”

In this report, we set out that vision. It assesses
their potential at this critical juncture and we believe
sets out a positive new direction of travel for the
critical decades ahead, together with a series of
recommendations to make it achievable.
CPRE, New Economics Foundation and Shared Assets
express their deep thanks to Farming the Future and
the Esmée Fairbairn Foundation for their vital fnancial
support for this work.
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Why council farms
have a special role

The challenges set out in the introduction
are many and profound. Land is inextricably
woven into these issues and the urgency of
acting argues for an equally profound rethink
of our relationship as a society to land and
how we use it. Farming has a huge part to
play in this by helping to reverse current
damaging trends. Logically, this will need
a transformation of farming itself but the
sector cannot achieve this on its own. Many
people will need to act in multiple ways and
on many levels. Government at all scales can
show leadership in policy, use its convening
and investment power, but also should act
as a landowner in its own right. It must work
together with other landowners, managers
and farmers, estates private, institutional,
public and semi-public, as well as family
farms, including tenants. Farmers of all
creeds will need to become agile, to innovate
and adapt their practices to run successful
enterprises to produce food but also play
their full part in achieving the wider needs
of society – securing net zero, restoring
natural systems to health, supporting
healthier people.
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• Availability of equipped farms to rent in the market

Where then does council farmland
ft into this vast endeavour?

is limited but council farm estates are structured to
provide mainly land with buildings and/or
homes.11 As such and for their scale they have
a disproportionate value for supporting the most
talented into farming who may lack capital. They
play a distinctive public service role to rejuvenate
farming and ultimately to de-risk the supply of
skilled, resourceful and passionate people into the
sector and potentially, if such links could be forged,
onto other institutional and private estates.

Council farms in England and Wales cover, as
government reports for 2019-2020 show, 98,000
hectares (ha) or around 1% of agricultural land or
2.5% of tenanted land and 3-4% of farm holdings.10
Other research by CPRE reveals, on a cautious
estimate, another 4,500 ha of farms and farmland
are held and let by councils and which do not
feature in annual reports to Parliament.
Overall, council farmland estates represent a signifcant
area in their own right, but there are further reasons
set out below for why we believe council farms can
play a special and important role:

• Municipal farmland forms a major block of land

whose use can be shaped democratically by
council strategies and policies. Government has
limits to its powers to pay private owners to
deliver public goods, and new national
Environmental Land Management schemes will rely
on levels of fnancial incentives attractive enough
to secure voluntary uptake. Where government
owns land it has the potential to directly show
leadership. It can showcase and support the scale
up of farming which uses innovative approaches
to tackle major challenges including climate change,
biodiversity and soil loss and sustainable
production of nutritious food. Councils can work
in partnership with tenants to set objectives for
how land is to be managed sustainably and build
this into tenancy agreements.

With all government under signifcant fnancial
pressure, if councils are to retain and invest in
their assets they need to be able to show a sound
return. Farmland is a secure, stable and competitive
investment on straight commercial grounds and,
as a diminishing resource, likely to increase in
market value.12 Logically however, councils, unlike
private landowners, should be able to value their
assets diferently: if they own schools or day care
centres the return on them must be measured
in wider forms of public value. It seems unclear
why the same shouldn’t apply to their farmland.
National government has made a strong clear case
for investing in the nation’s farming for so-called
public goods. The same logic surely applies to local
government and the value of investing in their farms
to deliver similar value. By councils choosing to
optimise delivery of multiple environmental services
and other benefts land can deliver to the locality, its
real value to society is bound to be higher. A more
holistic assessment of value would be much higher
overall if it could combine real fnancial returns in
income, capital appreciation and the signifcant value
in public goods delivery per hectare.13

like most larger estates, can act to bring
• Councils,
their tenants into collaborative networks enabling

knowledge exchange and forms of joint working
across farm boundaries to provide support and
accelerate landscape scale change; but councils
can, in addition, use their convening power to
join up their tenants with other local networks
such as schools, health, business, community
groups to mutual beneft. For example, council
farms could become exemplars of local food
supply into education, health and care facilities or
ofer access to farm and countryside for education
and therapy, while diversifying could increase their
fnancial resilience and returns.
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Council farms at risk
Council farms have declined historically and remain seriously at risk. The total
area of council farm estates in England we know of from annual ofcial reports
has more than halved over the past 40 years from over 170,000 hectares in 1977
down to 82,000 ha by 2020 and has experienced a loss of 10,000 holdings since
the mid-1960s.15
Sales of farms and land have continued in the past decade with around two-thirds
of English councils with estates selling land and one third buying. In the four years
to 2020, the rate of net loss has quadrupled to over 2,000 ha a year.16 In Wales the
area of land let on council farms has fallen by 25% from 2010-2020 from 17,700 to
13,100 ha.17
Reduction in the reported let farmed area and number of holdings has lowered
the total number of tenancies – in 2020 there were 1752 tenancies across England,
down from 2393 in 2010, or a third fewer – and also opportunities for new ones.18
Research for CPRE has linked recent losses in England to austerity coupled with
a perception that council farms belong to the past. Some councils were found
to be unwilling to develop new income streams and business models.
Built development of council farm land is also an ongoing risk.

Council farms
supporting new
entrants
At around 1% of the
farmed area and 2.5% of
the let area, the 98,000 ha
of council farms provide
far more new chances for
people to farm hectare
for hectare than other
let land;22 in 2019, council
farms ofered:

•
•

A squeeze on access to land

•

For those wanting to go into farming and set up a successful business in their
own right, getting hold of a farm and land to do so has, in recent decades, only
become more difcult. There are several reasons. These include:

•

•
•
•
•

the tripling of the price of farmland in Great Britain since 2001 as many buyers
other than farmers have entered the market;19
lettings have stagnated since 2003 in the tenanted sector which covers around
a third (35%) of the farmed land area;
instability of tenure as Farm Business Tenancies (FBTs), the main type of
tenancy now available, have become typically shorter, averaging 2.9 to
4.5 years since 2010;20
the rarity of equipped farms, most new FBTs - 9 out of 10 - are for land only.21
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•

more than one in ten
of all new tenancies
(FBTs)
over 12% of the total
farmland area let
that year
tenancies two years
longer on average
than by any other type
of landowners
one in six of all the
lettings to new
entrants
two-ffths of all of
equipped farms with
buildings and/or
homes.23

Key vision statements
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1. By 2040 council farms are working
better for local authorities

Councils are recognised as trusted custodians of council farms;
tenants are recognised as stewards running proftable businesses
and ensuring the land, soils and water are looked after for current and
future generations; and local people are recognised as stakeholders
with a role and voice in decisions that afect council farms in their area.
All councils use a shared and comprehensive
framework of public value to assess the social,
economic and environmental contributions of their
farmland holdings to the lives of their citizens.
Councils see intelligent ownership of farmland as
an efective additional policy tool to meet important
council objectives around climate, nature and health,
which are otherwise not well delivered by the market.
Along with a clear strategy this public value
framework supports those making decisions to
manage the estate for multiple purposes and to
ensure best value to the public. Managers of council
farmland estates collaborate through a joined-up
network of skilled professionals and have access
to shared expertise and advice supporting strategy
development and engagement with national policy
and programmes.

Council farms have clear, holistic objectives that
are framed in national legislation and policy and
locally owned. These objectives build on those set
out in previous agriculture legislation to meet the
challenges of the mid-21st century. They support
the expansion of council farm estates; increasing
the diversity, training and skills of those entering
farming; achieving sustainable, net zero or carbon
negative farming; delivery of multiple public goods,
which improve the quality of life of local people
including access to nutritious local food and better
engagement with their local countryside.
These objectives underpin council farmland strategies
developed by local authorities through wide and
inclusive consultation with their local communities,
businesses and civil society to be tailored to
local needs and the character of the estate. These
reinforce the principle that council farmland is held
in long-term ownership in the public interest and is
managed by landlord and tenant working together
to deliver best value to the public.

Councils publicise plans for disposal of estate
assets widely and consult on proposals transparently
and democratically with the local community. Where
they sell land the community is given the chance to
raise funds and bid to keep the land in locally-led
charitable or community ownership. When land or
other farm assets are sold, councils buy farms or
land elsewhere in the area to expand their farm
estate overall and to maintain delivery of wider
estate objectives.

Council farmland is a secured asset that is valued:
for providing annual revenue income to directly
support other council services; as a preferred longterm capital investment with potential to provide land
for other amenities; and for securing delivery of a
range of vital public benefts from stewardship for
the common good.
The national council farm estate has expanded
steadily as councils have managed and added
to their assets carefully. ‘An acre for an acre’
- or no net loss policy - has been replaced widely
by a ‘net gain’ policy for council farms or ‘one acre
out, two acres in’.
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2. By 2040 council farms are working better for
farmers, growers and the land-based sector

Councils have structured their estates into land parcels at the right
scale for their area, and have equipped farms of all sizes to ofer
improved opportunities for people with diferent levels of experience
and backgrounds to grow and farm in sustainable ways. A stream of
people with new ideas, skills and energy has steadily reinvigorated
the land-based sector. New entrants and progressive farmers are
embedding sustainable, climate and nature-friendly approaches in
their practice. Sustained funding has enabled council farms to
encourage and support many more people at diferent stages in life
to start, or switch to, careers on the land and build their own or work
in cooperative land-based businesses.
Council farmland now supports a greater variety of
types and scales of land-based businesses through
establishing networks of smaller-scale incubator
holdings and holdings managed by groups working
cooperatively. Alongside larger farms, these increase
the opportunities to start farming and growing
with less capital and to use regenerative26 and
agroecological approaches27 to produce food and
other goods. They are fostering a new generation
of environmentally adept farmers and growers who
are strengthening the sustainability, resilience and
connectedness of local food networks. Council farms
in turn have helped to revitalise local food supply
serving local markets with fresh, afordable, seasonal
produce – including via community supported
agriculture, box schemes and other direct sales and
dynamic public procurement – and adding value to
the farm businesses.

Councils manage their farm estates to support new
entrants and actively enable experienced farmers to
progress to stable longer-term tenancies or owning
their own farm. Councils have built strong local and
regional relationships with private landlords and
other institutional estates24 and collaborate to provide
routes for council tenants to expand onto larger
holdings, supplying a pipeline of talented tenants.
Experienced council tenants renew their tenancies
and stabilise their businesses by providing parcels
of land, mentoring, share-farming or other forms of
partnership and support for new entrants. Councils
aid succession between generations by providing
‘succession homes’25 on or near the farm to enable
existing tenants to eventually retire with dignity.
Councils work in partnership with tenants to identify
and develop new opportunities and income streams
within a clear strategy to deliver wider public
benefts while enabling tenants to add value to their
businesses. Councils work with other networks to
provide tenant farmers with support, including access
to fnance, business and land management advice,
planning help and new infrastructure.

Councils support their tenants to access government
and other support to produce food in climateand nature-friendly ways and deliver multiple
public goods (including clean air and water,
restored landscapes and better access routes
to the countryside). In return, council tenants feel
recognised and valued by the local community as
stewards of the land, and for the many and wideranging benefts they provide.

Tenants are actively encouraged and supported by
the council to collaborate within networks of council
farms on environmental stewardship, exchange
knowledge and good practice, share machinery and
infrastructure, collective purchasing, processing and
marketing, including of environmental services.
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3. By 2040 council farms are
working better for local people

Council land is valued by local people as an asset held in trust by
their council to increase equity and respect the rights of those
who helped purchase it, of current benefciaries, and to secure
the wellbeing of future generations.
Local people now have more and better
opportunities than for many decades previously to
train and work on the land in rewarding, fairly-paid
jobs and to set up new land-based businesses on
council farmland. Councils are working with local
organisations and businesses to engage all parts of
the community, to support people new to farming and
growing with training, skills development, mentoring,
access to expertise and other business support.

The community stake in municipal farmland is
widely recognised for giving local people greater
democratic control over and access to land, itself
recognised as a vital asset for local people and their
representatives to tackle critical issues including
climate change, restoring nature and improving the
health and wellbeing of local people.
Everyone has access to clear, reliable and accurate
information about the land their council owns,
where it is and what it is used for. Citizens are key
stakeholders who are well-informed about how the
land is stewarded to deliver clear public benefts
such as nutritious food, a healthy natural environment,
better public access, good quality jobs and storing
carbon to support the transition to net zero.

Councils and tenants are working hand in hand to
ensure their land is stewarded to produce zerocarbon and nature-friendly food and other goods
and services. Local people understand and value
their local council farmers’ contribution to tackling
climate change, making the land, soils and food
supply in their area more resilient, and creating
a thriving countryside for them to enjoy for their
health and wellbeing.

Local people are informed, engaged and meaningfully
consulted in deciding the long-term future of
council farmland, its purposes and how it should
be managed. The disposal of any farmland assets
is widely publicised and consulted on; local people
have the right to bid to secure the land for the wider
public good and the time to raise funds.
There is a greater supply of healthy, fresh, sustainable
food available to people through their local supply
chains at an afordable price, supplied from a more
diverse use of council farmland. Local dynamic public
procurement helps council farm tenants supply
directly to the council catering services and those
in local schools, hospitals, care homes and other
public institutions, enabling producers to secure a
fair income. Council farms are supported to build
connections with schools and other institutions so
that those eating the food learn about and have a
stronger link to the farm that produced it.
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Case study - Animal Antiks
Manor Farm, North Marston, Buckinghamshire
outdoors in the countryside by doing what alpacas
do, rolling on the ground or dipping into ponds.
They provide a focus for conversation but also a
channel for people to overcome their wariness,
to mix and talk about themselves. The walks are
proving so successful the farm is now running
continuous groups with up to 17 alpacas every
Tuesday and Thursday.

Nick Sear and Sarah Kettlety moved to the 93-hectare
Manor Farm near Aylesbury in September 2017. The
couple have worked hard since to get the farm in
good shape and, with Countryside Stewardship
funding, are restoring the farm’s fencing, hedgerows,
ponds and tracks.
The farm produces fodder for neighbours’ livestock
and their own, including a growing fock of sheep
they hope will go on to support a young person
employed as a shepherd. However, their total 200plus animals include alpacas, horses, donkeys, pygmy
and other goats, Kunekune pigs from New Zealand,
chickens, ducks, rabbits, guinea pigs and ferrets.

The farm employs around 20 people who help with
the alpaca walking and other activities which include
training 30 young people in animal care and
a regular Country Club for older people used to
being outdoors who are sufering from isolation.
Despite wonderful work done at the farm, there are
challenges. The farm is rented at commercial rates
from Buckinghamshire Council on fve-year leases.
Although Nick and Sarah have recently renewed,
uncertainty over their long-term future restricts what
the charity can do. It particularly makes it harder to
secure grants for major projects – and therefore
limits the number of vulnerable people they can
support. Sarah is fully behind the idea that councils
should make better use of their farm assets for the
beneft of the wider community and, as she says:

The animals serve a special purpose: Nick and
Sarah’s main operation is Animal Antiks – a charity
run from the farm ofering ‘animal assisted learning’.
This means encountering, working and walking with
animals as a form of alternative day provision for
people of all ages who face challenges from mental
and physical issues, those outside mainstream
education or experiencing social isolation. The farm
currently supports around 70 people from 10 to over
60 years of age in various educational and social
care activities.

“ I always wanted this to be

Alpaca walking is a highlight. Groups come to the
farm for a couple of hours a week for six weeks to
walk with an alpaca round the farm. For those with
anxiety, depression or who are socially isolated, the
walks are a reason to get up and leave the house.
The alpacas complement the benefts of being

a blueprint for what a council farm
could be and I’m waiting for people
to take me up on that.
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Case study – agroforestry in action
Whitehall farm, Cambridgeshire
Whitehall Farm is a 100-hectare farm owned by
Cambridgeshire County Council and managed by
Stephen Briggs on a 15-year tenancy, alongside
another 300 ha. Stephen has taken an innovative
agroforestry arable crops approach to build the
proftability, resilience and sustainability of the farm.
Ten years ago Stephen interplanted arable crops
with 4,500 apple trees that now provide income and
protect soil. They also protect the growing crops
from the risk of extreme weather and increased the
capacity of the farm, upwards. They add a cash crop
to diversify production while acting as windbreaks
to protect the fragile fenland soils from wind blow
– a real issue in this relatively hedgeless part of
the country. The trees have benefted wildlife, too.
Encouraged by an understorey of wildfowers that
attract pollinators, beetles and birds, including tree
sparrows, reed buntings, yellowhammers, English
partridges and owls, nature is fourishing.

Stephen has a clear rationale to tap into business
opportunities that make the farm more resilient
to economic challenges. The value of the trees’
protective role has become even more apparent –
in mid-August 2019 storms battered the area and
fattened grain crops just as they were ripening for
harvest. Around 20% of the oat crop was lost, at
around a tonne or more per hectare worth some
£250/tonne. Yet, on the agroforestry land, shelter
from the trees cut losses to 10% and saved the
business around £8,000.
Stephen thinks that if councils could be more fexible
there would be great opportunities for council farms
like his to diversify into new businesses such as
providing recreation space and supplying food under
local procurement contracts to local schools and
hospitals; these could build stronger connections to
local communities and give them a stake in farming
and the environment. But he is very positive about
the support from Cambridge County Council:

In 2017, Stephen and his wife Lynn opened Harvest
Barn farm shop and café on the county council farm
site. The council invested £200,000 in funding the
refurbishment of an existing building and granted
them a separate lease on the new premises. Stephen
and Lynn invested in storage, the cost of ftting
out the shop and café and the development of an
education centre.

“ Thanks to the county farms system,

The outlet now sells local and certifed organic fresh
fruit and vegetables from the farm as well as locally
sourced lamb, beef and pork, cakes and biscuits,
jams and preserves. It provides a market for the juice
and apples from the apple trees and protects the
business against the pressures of selling into the
wider food supply chain.
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I have been able to run my own farm
and try an innovative and successful
soils-based farming approach.
The support I have received from my
local county council has been invaluable
and I would like to see all local
authorities encourage farmers
like myself to go into agriculture to
keep this wonderful resource in the
community as a vital asset.
54

”

Key issues and
opportunities
identifed

Our vision seeks to respond to and
address directly many important issues,
including opportunities for change, raised by
stakeholders in a series of workshops and
also identifed in earlier research for CPRE by
Shared Assets, NEF and Who Owns England.
Those issues are presented here in summary
form and follow the structure of the vision
itself in relation to councils, farming and the
land-based sector, and local people.
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Issues for councils

• Continued austerity & budget pressures
driving farm sales

Since 2010 an unparalleled reduction in spending
powers has led to councils selling assets and
cutting non-core services to balance the books.

• Political short-termism

Poor understanding of municipal land holdings
by the local public and councillors means that land
held for generations, can be rapidly disposed of
when there is a potentially short-term shift in
political attitude and control.

The rising value of farmland and
council farms

• Lack of a coherent up-to-date

By rising 256% over the past 20 years farmland in
England has outperformed most asset classes,
FTSE 100 shares and prime London homes included.
Yet, neither rising asset values nor capital receipts
from sales are reported nationally, only revenues
from holdings let.

purpose nationally

Council farms and land were acquired for various
reasons and managed under legislation going
back to the 1890s; with inherent diferences in
the estates it’s a confusing picture; the 2020
Agriculture Act did not update their role to ft
the serious challenges of the 21st century.

Straightforward analysis by CPRE based on research
by Dr Nick Prince suggests we’re missing a trick28.
Despite council land disposals of nearly 40,000
hectares in England and Wales, on a conservative
estimate, the freehold value of the all council estates
nationally went up from £657 million in 1998/99 to £1.56
billion in 2019/20 or by £900 million. If not sold those
lost 38,923 ha might have contributed a further £650
million to council balance sheets, or more than £16,700
per ha, as well as rental revenue during that period.

• Confict between managing for fnance
and other purposes

Professional management of council farm
estates is a necessity. A decent return on assets
to the council is valuable for supporting frontline
services. Investment in new farm infrastructure
and modernisation can cut across this. There is
a risk value is assessed too narrowly on mainly
or only fnancial returns and at that income – even
though farmland is a stable property asset with
good growth in value, capital appreciation is not
reported nationally; a lack of suitable indicators of
wider public value means what they do achieve for
the area in other public benefts, or could achieve,
is not properly assessed or valued.

Savills foresee ‘real-term growth of around over
1% per annum (i.e. 1% above infation)’ for the medium
to long term (6+ years) for farmland29 - driven not least
by demand for markets for environmental services,
such as carbon storage. But without better data and
metrics, the worth to councils of retaining their farm
land - even on purely fnancial terms as a secure
investment with strong prospects – may well continue
to be overlooked.

• The complexity of integrating land use
with other policies

Land delivers critical ecosystem services such as
water quality, food protection or carbon storage
as well as food production, but this ‘multifunctional
perspective’ is only just beginning to be embedded
in public agricultural policy and is less advanced
in other national policy for land; recognition of the
potential of council farms to deliver multiple local
and national policy objectives and benefts, and to
integrate this into council policy, is lagging behind.
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Issues for the land-based sector

Council farms have long been important for enabling people who lack family
connections and/or land to go into farming; the issues identifed below link to
the changing characteristics of council farms and their ability to continue to
support the land based industries:

• High barriers to entry

• Who benefts from council farm land?

Farming is a high capital sector with low returns;
in the early 2010s it was recognised that rising land
prices, lack of tenancies and consolidation of
farming would make it impossible for all but a few
wanting to start their own business to go into the
sector. In the 2020s this situation appears to be
deteriorating as investors recognise the nonfarming potential of land, for example, for
renewable energy or tree plantations to tap into
markets for carbon ofsetting.

As numbers of council farms fall, there are
growing challenges around who the land should
beneft – this includes balancing the vital role to
help new entrants with giving sitting tenants the
stable tenure to develop their business. By
optimising the number of benefciaries a stronger
case can be made for retaining farms and farmland
for longer term public beneft. Unfortunately, the
term new entrants is ill-defned; public data on who
council farms successfully support in their careers
and from what background is lacking. Their value
to people whether from farming families or outside
- and from other experience and backgrounds isn’t promoted.

• Ageing of farmers and impact on the sector
Farm holders are heavily skewed towards older
age bands and though a long-standing issue,
the picture has worsened since 2000; without
rejuvenation of the workforce the ability of the
sector to adapt to rapid transition and extreme
fnancial and environmental challenges is
in question.

• Supporting the transition to sustainable net
zero farming

Farming and wider land use must shift rapidly to
cut their greenhouse gas emissions and contribute
fully to achieving net zero. Some councils have
formally declared climate emergencies and this
raises many questions for councils with farmland
estates: will they support this transition with
the urgency required and, if so, how? Will they
support tenants to address and adapt to severe
environmental and fnancial challenges ahead?
Will the council support the adoption of the kinds
of nature based and systemic approaches – such
as regenerative, agroecological, organic, Integrated
Farm Management – needed to combine nature
recovery, climate resilience and proftable food
production? Will they support forms of applied
research and development, knowledge exchange,
peer to peer learning and mentoring that can
drive their take up? Will tenants have the stability
and fexibility of tenure to make these changes and
make them work? Will councils have the resources
to invest and aid the innovation and diversifcation
that may be needed?

• Barriers to attracting the right talent and
a lack of diversity in farming

Broadening the pool of talent into farming
means providing better opportunities, training and
development for those with the right experience,
but also building opportunities for people and
communities who are underepresented in the
farming sector. Agriculture, alongside forestry
and fsheries, is the least diverse business sector
and one commentator indicates 98.6% of farm
managers and owners identify as white British.30
This raises broader questions around who gets
to farm and work the land, of what a more diverse
farming sector might achieve and whether it could
help tackle the disconnect between wider society
and those who work the land.
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Issues for communities

• Transparency and accountability

generations may be impoverished and may need
land more than we do to provide for local food
security, health and wellbeing or carbon capture.
Land is easy to sell in a hurry but difcult to replace
and reacquire especially in key locations. We owe it
to current, past and future generations to think
beyond short-term fnancial issues in decisions
about how municipal land as a vital resource should
be managed, or indeed whether to retain or sell it.

Understanding the landscape of councils (county,
unitary, district) is difcult, let alone understanding
their landholdings; access to information about
these is highly variable and they remain largely
under the radar of the public; this hampers
efective public engagement in how these assets
are used or appreciation of their value locally.

• Making sense of the value of public assets

Land plays a vital role in delivering multiple public
benefts which are themselves critical (such as
regulating climate, recharging and fltering water
supply, food management) but this understanding
needs to translate to the local level and to meet
local needs. Otherwise, with the public largely
disconnected from farming and the land itself,
councils need to make a strong case on these
wider grounds for maintaining land holdings
against very challenging demands to sell assets
to deliver other non-discretionary public services
such as care, education or social housing.

• Public land delivering public goods

Ownership of land confers control on its uses and
what it can deliver. When councils and other public
bodies own it, then what it is used for becomes a
matter of public interest and policy debate as well
as enterprise and proft for those directly managing
it. There is widespread agreement that the success
of new Environmental Land Management schemes
will be critical for tackling nature recovery and
climate change but ultimately they are voluntary
schemes. Local authorities with signifcant land
holdings can show leadership by supporting the
success of ELM by working in partnership with
their tenants to lock in delivery of public benefts
for the long term.

• Intergenerational equity

Equity between generations is a critical aspect
of environmental justice and one amplifed by the
threat of climate catastrophe; previous generations
were poorer than ours but made sacrifces to
acquire municipal land for public good - yet future
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Key policy
actions needed
to realise this
2040 Vision for
council farms

Central government should:
Renew the purpose of a dynamic national
council farm estate

1

Build consensus around a unifying purpose for the nation’s
council farms that frames a long-term national strategy and
fve year action plan.31 These should give clear leadership and
guidance to help local authorities to manage and grow their
farm assets optimally through the agricultural transition to
deliver a wider range of public benefts, including: levelling up
opportunities to work on the land; establishing new land-based
businesses; moving to net zero farming and beyond; delivering
nature recovery, and pump-priming a more diverse, innovative
and rejuvenated land-based sector.

2

Support councils in developing new integrated
strategies for their farm estates

To make real our compelling
vision for council farms
we call for the following
actions across central and
local government.

Strategies should be clearly aligned with UK climate change
budgets and councils’ own climate emergency plans and targets.
They should build on local good practice and join up delivery
against a suite of national and local social, economic and
environmental objectives – see for example Cornwall’s 20 year
strategy or the Duchy of Cornwall’s integrated approach.32

3

Recognise the true value of public land

4

Improve public understanding, reporting and analysis of
the achievements, value and needs of council farmland

Harmonise the tools used to capture the multiple benefts and
public value of optimal land use, integrating revenue recognition,
capital appreciation, natural capital value and other social,
economic and environmental benefts. Support local authorities
and other public landholders in deploying these to improve
strategies and decisions on their farmland estates.

Annual reports to local authorities and Parliament on council
smallholdings should be expanded to include all council farm
land and should include easily accessible information about
council holdings and their characteristics, including data on
capital values and receipts, rental and other income, length of
Farm Business Tenancies, availability of equipped farms, natural
assets and benefts of delivering public goods. Local authorities
should collect and report relevant standardised data to CIPFA
for national reports.33 Reports should be debated in Parliament
and council meetings to foster better public scrutiny and be
promoted more widely to improve public understanding of
these vital assets.

5

Join up cross-cutting programmes to maximise returns
on cohesive investment in council farms
Expand the range of benefts council farms deliver locally
by bringing together current programmes and those in
development34 to:
buy out tenancies and ofer new ones to restructure estates;
add to and modernise the built fabric of farms, including farm

•
•
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•
•
•
•
6

houses and outbuildings;
convert buildings to farm homes to enable easier succession;
invest in farm processing and retail and other businesses
to diversify and add value;
enable a rapid transition to sustainable low carbon farming;
ensure council farms become beacons of agricultural transition
and delivery of public goods.

Build on the proposed New Entrants scheme to ensure
sustained investment in council farms for the long term
As an important injection of new fnance to some council farm
estates the New Entrants scheme in the Agricultural Transition
Plan is much needed and a positive step; but the level of funding
is expected to be modest and only for 2022-23 to 2023-24 at
present.35 Some will be directed towards supporting greater
opportunities on council farm estates. This commitment should
be extended at least to the end of the plan in 2028 and ideally
for the longer term.

7

Reform the acquisition and disposal of council farmland

8

Legislate to give councils a duty to put in place
a net gain policy

Encourage and enable councils to proft from the agricultural
transition to increase their farm holdings strategically. Explore
new models by which such acquisitions can be rapidly expedited
and identify and unblock barriers to that. Give councils a duty
to assess wider social, economic and environmental benefts of
planned uses in achieving best consideration when acquiring or
disposing of farms and farmland and to involve local communities
in setting goals for their council farm estate and how it is to be
managed. Ensure local people are properly informed in a timely
public manner when councils are deciding to sell farmland.
Locally-led, not for private proft models should be considered
as preferred options and given support to prepare viable
proposals before any sale of council farm land is agreed.

To ensure councils are able to sell land where it is judicious to
do so but also to ensure they protect their estates for the future,
councils should put in place a net gain policy to, for example,
buy two acres of equivalent quality land elsewhere in their
boundaries for every acre sold.

With support from central government,
local authorities should:

9

Increase the numbers and diversity of new entrants
to council farmland and of access-routes and
progression opportunities to work it
Improve understanding of the types of new entrants needed
and create new frameworks and models to help them on to
council farm holdings. Broaden the range of backgrounds of
people wanting, and enabled, to farm and grow in their own
right by identifying those with talent from both farming and
non-farming backgrounds with transferable skills, including
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people from under-represented communities. Expand work
experience, apprenticeships, mentoring, share-farming and
other partnership models to develop the skill base. Introduce
an ‘accelerator model’ to provide active training and support
programmes to progress established tenants, people farming
private land, high achievers and new entrants with high
potential to take up new opportunities on the estate.36 Explore
mechanisms to support progression on and of council farms
such as. via income tax relief to private estates to make new
private lets more attractive (based on the successful
Irish model).

10

Strengthen council farms’ position and connectivity
in local and high-value markets
Help new entrants (in particular), existing tenants and others
working council farmland to realise local, novel and higher
value market opportunities; anticipating and responding to
market trends and guiding them to focus on quality products
grown for specifc markets (rather than lower-margin
volume products for any market). As well as improving the
commerciality of council farms, such marketing support will
enable stronger more localised food systems and better
alignment of council farm estates with: national policy such as
the Agricultural Transition Plan, National Food Strategy, National
Tree Action Plan and National Adaptation Programme.37

These actions should serve as the basis of
an honest, sustained conversation between
government, the land-based sector and wider
civil society that secures a better future for
these vital, vulnerable assets.
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Case study – powering Cornwall renewably
Cornwall Council farms biomethane project
atmosphere is the same as that absorbed by the
grass the cows ate and secreted in the frst place.
Building work is under way to complete another
two lagoons by autumn 2022 and feasibility and
designs are being developed on a further three.

Cornwall Council is driving a pioneering project to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions from its own farm
estate. It is working jointly with local Cornish frm
Bennamann, to upgrade slurry lagoons on some of
its dairy farms to capture biogas generated from
the storage of slurry, a mixture of water and animal
manure. The gas is now being processed to produce
biomethane fuel for selling on to council-owned
Corserv which runs the council’s vehicle feet. The
plan is for 58 gas trucks to eventually be powered
by this local farm-produced renewable energy.

The upgrade of the slurry lagoons in the pilot is fully
funded by Cornwall Council and forms one part of
the council’s Climate Change Action Plan and carbon
transition. Forecasts from the project so far suggest
the income stream is likely to pay back the capital
cost and also help the council’s tenant farmers earn
extra income, cut input costs and meet the challenge
of reducing their carbon footprint. The technology is
expected to work for farms with herds of 50 to 200plus cows. The frm has also designed an innovative
retroft cover to enable farms with good quality
slurry stores to adopt the system without extensive
building work. Under Defra’s Clean Air Strategy, all
farms will be expected to cover their slurry stores
by 2027 and this technology could help pay the way.38

The pioneering technology to compress the gas
into a safe transportable product is the brainchild of
Chris Mann, who founded Bennamann in partnership
with Michael Bennett in 2011, to develop local sources
of afordable clean energy. Based at the Newquay
Aerohub Business Park and Chynoweth farm near
Truro, the frm has also designed a new type of
proprietary cover for slurry lagoons to enable the
capture of ‘fugitive methane’ as it naturally bubbles
of the liquid cattle manure. A mobile processing
unit then visits the farm, converts it to a ‘better than
zero carbon’ fuel, either in compressed gas or liquid
form, that can then power conventional combustion
engines cleanly.
Importantly, the process captures all of the biogas
leaving behind material in the lagoon that can
be turned into a rich biologically enhanced soil
conditioner to replace fossil fuel based synthetic
fertilisers. Although vehicles fuelled in this way
will still emit some CO2 ,the amount entering the
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Case study – leading transformational change
Cornwall Council Farms Estate Strategy 2019-2039

• Vibrant communities

Cornwall Council’s farm estate dates back to before
the First World War and grew as returning soldiers
took up farming. At 4,500 hectares, it covers 1.5% of
the county and remains one of the largest council
farm estates in the country. With 89 farm lets, it has
ofered opportunities to 25 new entrants in the past
10 years. There is a variety of dairy, livestock, cereals
and some diversifed businesses. The estate farms
range from 5ha to 90 ha and support an estimated
250 people working on farms with a gross economic
contribution of £15 million to the Cornish economy.

sees the estate playing a ‘major role’ in sustaining
rural communities with new business opportunities,
improved public access for pleasure and health and
well-being and promoting innovative models such
as forest schools, community orchards and
growing spaces.

The strategy builds on these to set out a plan for the
management and renewal of the council farms estate
over the next decade. Importantly it will work with
tenants using Whole Farm Plans that will start to join
up these multiple objectives.

Though similar to others around the country,
Cornwall’s new estate strategy looks to be a model
for being forward-looking, joined up and addressing
the challenges of the moment. Developed after a full
review in 2018 and fully approved in 2019, it reinforces
Cornwall’s ambition to support new people into
farming but, also, to: ‘provide a foundation for
sustainable, carbon neutral and regenerative
agriculture in the 21st century, improving social,
environmental and economic well-being in rural
communities in Cornwall’.39 40

The working out of this strategy will be worth
observing. As the strategy says:

“ The Council Farms Estate has the
potential to catalyse and lead the
transformational change required
within the industry. 42

”

If it succeeds council farms in Cornwall may be
better equipped than most to meet the challenges
and opportunities of the transitional decade for
farming ahead.

To do this it sets out four overarching ambitions:

• Farming futures

enabling new entrants to farm and grow.

• Sustainable estate

building environmentally and fnancially sustainable
businesses using whole farm approaches to be
dynamic, innovative, add value and create jobs.

• Environmental growth

expressed as ‘the net gain of our natural systems’
beyond protection41 and recognising ecosystems
as critical for underpinning our lives; this builds on
an inventory of estate natural assets from historic
landscapes and World Heritage sites to ancient
woodland and nature reserves.
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Conclusion
In these times of economic, ecological and health crises, the true value
of land to society is perhaps becoming clear. Policy now is refecting
the role land plays – from food production to delivering other vital
services, from carbon storage, abundant and accessible space for
nature to clean, slow water. This public rethinking of land use only
increases the urgency of using it diferently in future. It is also a major
opportunity for those who own land and work it to act. In doing so they
can do much towards reversing current damaging trends and make a
serious contribution to addressing key global and national challenges.
This vision sets out how farms and farmland owned
by councils should be valued, secured and managed
for the beneft of all. As will be evident this should
become a partnership between government at
national and local level along with those who
farm and the communities they sit within. National
government has already signalled its faith and
willingness to invest in the future of council estates –
alongside other landowners – in delivering innovative
schemes to support new people into farming. We
hope government will take a leap further.
If central and local government can work together
to put in place the new shared purpose, framework
and sustained investment needed, then we have
leave to hope this irreplaceable asset will go on to
be protected, enhanced and revitalised for the wider
beneft of many generations to come.

The government is driving changes to achieve this
in what will be the greatest agricultural transition
since the Second World War’s Dig for Victory. The
need for success in this difcult endeavour cannot
be doubted. It is critical for farming, the countryside
and government itself. The government will need
to deploy all the levers at its disposal to deliver
it but one lever that has as yet been neglected is
government’s own land. It can and must lead by
example in terms of its own estate. The government
at all levels must harness the potential of its farmland
to support this transition, to build a thriving and
sustainable farming sector and to unlock the wider
benefts to society that farmland can deliver.
In this context the need for the farm estates owned
by councils to be properly valued is as compelling
and urgent as ever. As a collection they remain a
national asset of strategic importance. Yet, as we
know, these farms remain at risk. Their value to
farming and wider value to local people must be part
of the case for councils not to opt to sell – and, if
they do, fail to replace – them. Indeed, by supporting
the very rejuvenation and transformation needed in
farming, they can better beneft the whole community,
while enabling farms to thrive.
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Appendix A:
Defning council farms and farmland
In the vision and supporting analysis we use the term ‘council farms’
and ‘farmland’ for two main reasons: because land owned by local
government gives it a special status, enabling councils to manage
it for the wider public good; and, secondly, to simplify some of the
complexities around the term ‘county farms’.
Lastly, not all rural land held by councils will be
farmed. For example, Shefeld Council owns the
Eastern Moors in the Peak District, but this area is
currently being rewilded for nature and recreation
rather than farmed for food production. Similarly,
Enfeld Council owns farmland in the Green Belt
which it lets to tenant farmers but that land is
not regarded as county farms nor Enfeld as a
smallholding authority. Some of this land has been
identifed for new woodland planting.

To clarify, ‘county farms’ is the term generally used
to refer to farm holdings owned by local authorities
and originally intended to be let to young and
frst-time farmers at below market rates. These
were mainly set up under three Acts of Parliament:
The Smallholdings Act 1892, The Smallholdings
and Allotments Acts of 1908 and 1926. The term is
nowadays confusing in some ways. Not all such
farms are smallholdings in the sense that, after
mergers and enlargement, they are no longer all small
by the original defnition – defned in the 1892 Act as
greater than one acre but smaller than 50. Holding
sizes are no longer reported but in 2011 there were
2,719 holdings let by local authorities but of these
only 823 (30%) were 20 hectares or less – 49 acres
– in size. Another 788 were over 40 hectares.43 Also,
we lack reported detail to show whether holdings
continue to be let at afordable or below market
rents to support new entrants.44

In terms of the vision, we would argue that all
farmland which is let to tenants by local authorities
– whether county, unitary, district or borough – has
greater potential to support new people into landbased work and their own businesses as well as to
beneft local people and enable councils to fulfl a
broad set of policy objectives. For that reason we
cast the net wider than ‘county farms’ alone.

The term county is also unhelpful. In the Agriculture
Act 1970, the term smallholdings authorities was
defned as every county council in England. Since
the 1950s, the government has submitted an annual
report to Parliament of county farms owned by up
to 53 local authorities. Changes to local government
means the term and the reports now include county
councils like Norfolk, Essex or Devon and unitary
authorities like Cornwall and Cheshire East. The
report list also includes unitaries which, on the face
of it, are mainly urban such as York, Brighton and
Hove City or Swindon Borough Councils.
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to England only.
15 The Tenancy Reform Industry Group (TRIG), Local Authority Rural Estate Asset Management Planning GOOD
PRACTICE GUIDANCE, 2015, p4 – fgures from 1966 to 2013
16 CPRE, Reviving county farms, December 2019; see p3 and subsequent analysis by CPRE of Defra Annual
Reports to Parliament on Local Authority Smallholdings in England from 2010 to 2020; the rate of sales has
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2020. Figures for England are based on the best comparable basis so use let area.
18 This is a fall of 641 tenants over the decade. ‘There were 2,393 tenants of local authority smallholdings in
England at 31 March 2010,’ See Defra, Sixtieth Annual Report to Parliament on Smallholdings in England 1 April
2009 – 31 March 2010, 2011, p8; ‘For the 39 authorities that provided data, there were 1,752 tenants as at 31
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21 In 2019, 44 of 607 or just 7% of new FBTs were for farms with buildings. This data is from Moody, J./CAAV,
2020. The CAAV Land Occupation surveys have covered tenancies in England and Wales since 1977.
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Overview | Agroecology Knowledge Hub | Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (fao.
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United Nations (fao.org)
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generated from property sales. The same average UK land value has also been used to calculate an estimated
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actual estate value is considerably higher.”
See Prince, N., Agricultural property rights and the county farms estate in England and Wales - A thesis
submitted to The University of Gloucestershire in accordance with the requirements of the degree of Doctor
of Philosophy in the Faculty of Applied Sciences, March 2012, p131 and table 5.4 The estimated value of the CFE
including land sales and freehold estate value, 1998 to 2010.
CPRE extended this analysis onwards from 2009/10 using data from annual smallholdings reports for
England and Wales to 2019/20 and using average land value data from Savills research, UK Rural January
2021 The Farmland Market, pp2-3. Note our analysis similarly cannot factor in potential higher disposal
values but nor can it refect potential higher values linked to farmhouses and buildings – it only refects
average farmland values. Note also that neither Prince nor we refect general infation over this period.
29 Savills research, UK Rural January 2021 The Farmland Market, p5.
30 Asgarian, P, ‘Viewpoint: British farming, diversity and racism’ in Soil Association, Organic farming, Summer/
Autumn 2020, p58.
31 This could include building a democratic consensus around a target for halting their decline and setting a
level for their growth.
32 See Cornwall Council, Cornwall Council’s Farms Estate Strategy 2019-2039 Incorporating the Asset
Management and Business Plan 2019-2029 and The Duchy of Cornwall website in particular its approach to
integrated thinking Integrated Thinking | The Duchy of Cornwall
33 Currently annual smallholdings authority reports to Parliament in England are required under section
59 of the Agriculture Act 1970; more extensive reporting may need legal force under an amendment to the
Agriculture Act 2020.
34 These could include schemes under the Future Farming and Countryside Programme (ELM, New Entrants,
Future Productivity and Farm Resilience Programme) but also other Government initiatives such as the Nature
For Climate Fund and rural spending under the UK Shared Prosperity Fund.
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35 Defra, The Path to Sustainable Farming: An Agricultural Transition Plan 2021 to 2024 November 2020,
p25 and p54
36 The accelerator model would enable councils to develop a pipeline of potential applicants to fll future
tenancies on the estate but could also allow councils to collaborate to develop new opportunities and
options for use of holdings that match their needs, interests, abilities and business plans.
37 ‘The National Adaptation Programme (NAP) sets the actions that government and others will take to adapt
to the challenges of climate change in the UK. It sets out key actions for the next 5 years.’ https://www.gov.uk/
government/publications/climate-change-second-national-adaptation-programme-2018-to-2023
38 This case study was developed from articles published by the Local Government Association in Cornwall
Council: Cornwall Biomethane Pilot 3 August 2021 at Cornwall Council; it was updated by Bennamann Ltd
and Cornwall Council Farms team: Cornwall Biomethane Pilot | Local Government Association and
Oliver, M. ‘Innovative kit converts slurry emissions to fuel,’ in Farmers Weekly, 16 July 2021, pp74-75.
See Farmers-Weekly-Bennamann.pdf
39 Cornwall Council, Cornwall Council’s Farms Estate Strategy 2019-2039 Incorporating the Asset Management and Business Plan 2019-2029; Foreword p2
40 The Strategy also is designed to ft with Council’s own Climate Change Action Plan (July 2019) and to align
with the NFU’s stated goal for the farming sector to achieve net zero by 2040. In so doing it aims to enable
and support successful farm businesses which themselves take a ‘holistic approach to economic and
environmental growth’ while contributing to protecting the historic and beautiful natural environment of the
county and promote the well-being of local people.
41 As above p18
42 As above p19
43 Defra, Sixty First Annual Report to Parliament on Smallholdings in England 1 April 2010 – 31 March 2011, 2012,
p5; the report also notes that from 1966 to 2011 smallholdings numbers fell by 10,163 and the average size of
those remaining increased from 11 to 35 hectares.
44 The average market rent for all FBTs in 2019 was £222 per hectare (Defra/National Statistics, Farm Rents,
England, 2019/20 report, 25 March 2021, p1 ) compared to an average £229/ha for bare land farms or £300/
ha for all land let as smallholdings for all types of tenancies (Defra, 69th Annual Report to Parliament on Local
Authority Smallholdings in England 1 April 2018 – 31 March 2019, 2020, p14, table 4. Data on rents ofered on
starter farms to new entrants are not published in these reports.

To fnd our more detailed research fndings and analysis please see,
the resources section of the CPRE website, cpre.org.uk
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